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Abstract
AN EL EC TROPHY SIOLO GICAL ANALYSIS OF THE PRIMARY INPUT
TO THE CAT PREPYRIFORM CORTEX
by George Maeda
Properties of the lateral olfactory tract (LOT) action potential
and cortical evoked potential (EPSP) were studied using discrete stimuli
upplied to the tract in acute and chronic preparations.

Stimulus res

ponse curves for both presynaptic (action) and postsynaptic (EPSP)
potentials were sigmoidal and linearly related over the entire range.
Simulated action potentials were used to determine the diameter to
amplitude relationship, an intermediate step for finding the threshold
as a function of tract axon diameter.
old is proportional to (diameter)

-3.4

by others in frog peripheral nerve.
validity of this method.

Our results indicate that threshinstead of (diameter)

-1

as found

Further work is required to test the

The tract membrane time constant determined

from strength-duration data was 0.3 msec.
Divergent and convergent LOT to cortex pathv/ays have been reported.
We found that a given cortical cell could be activated equally well from
sites anterior or posterior to the recording electrode.

This supports

the anatomical work of others showing collaterals leaving the tract to
synapse with cortical cells, with the main axon sending collaterals
along the length of the tract (divergence).

Neurons were also activated

with similar thresholds at points across the tract trajectory, indicative
of convergence from several axons.
threshold points.

Antidromic axons had punctate

2
Centrifugal axons originating from cortical neurons were found in
the olfactory tract.

To show this, middle prepyriform cortical neurons

were antidromically driven by peduncular volleys.

Antidromic cells had

much shorter latencies than orthodromically driven cells (KolmogorovSmirnov Test).

Further, antidromic cells were found slightly above the

superficial pyramidal cell layer or in it, the area thought to be the
source of centrifugal fibers because of retrograde degeneration following bulbar lesions.

The existence of centrifugal fibers points to the

possibility of cortical control over olfactory information processed in
the bulb.
Orthodromically driven cells were classified into firing pattern
groups similar to those described in previous studies.

Temporal firing

patterns determined by poststimulus time histograms and their integrals
were used to further separate these cells into subclasses.

Generally,

spontaneously active cells were inhibited by LOT volleys, the inhibitory
period lengthening with increased stimulus intensity.

Two recovery

patterns were observed, a gradual smooth recovery to spontaneity and a
rebound type.

Modifications or additions to wiring diagrams presented

by others are not suggested in this study.
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PREFACE
The format of this dissertation was predicated upon submitting por
tions of it to a journal for publication.

For this reason, the manu

script was divided into chapters, and a more complete literature review
than usually found in a journal article was placed into a chapter by it
self (CHAPTER IV).

Readers unfamiliar with the literature on the olfac

tory tract and cortex may find reading CHAPTER IV (before II and III)
helpful in understanding the discussions on the results of this study.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION TO A SENSORY SYSTEM
There are several experimental approaches to the study of sensory
systems in the brain, all of which are designed to bring a greater
understanding of how the nervous system gathers and perceives sensory
information.

First, the anatomical constructs must be worked out by

selective neurocytological staining with the objective of putting
together a neuron topology that correlates cell types with their pro—
cesses .

A second approach is the psychophysical/behavioral methodology

where qualitative responses are obtained from human or animal subjects
with regard to threshold detection, relative intensity and spectral con
tent of sensory stimuli.

Finally, the pattern of activation and res-

ponses of fiber tracts, neuron populations and single units to defined
stimuli is studied by electrophysiological methods.

Statistical or

other mathematical models may be based on these types of data to gain
an understanding of how the brain sorts out specific sensory informa—
tion.

Single unit records aid in refining and adding to anatomically

derived wiring diagrams,

Eventually all three approaches must converge

to form a realistic model of a sensory system.
The purpose in chapter one is to briefly describe the constructs of
a sensory system that is better understood than olfaction, as a paradigm
for the experimental goals of this dissertation.

A conceptual model

(Fig. 1.1) is used as a framework for the discussion that follows with
examples drawn from the visual system to fill in the outline.
The signal space of sensory stimuli (electromagnetic radiation,
chemical, electrical and mechanical) is monitored temporally and
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topographically by specialized receptors which transduce the information
to bioelectrical potentials.

Although receptors are activated by a

variety of qualitative stimuli (modalities), specialization arises from
their differential sensitivity.

Each receptor type has a distinct mini

mal threshold for one modality, the adequate stimulus.

A given sensory

system may have many receptor types; e.g., the rods and cones in the
retina which together transduce information over the complete visual
spectrum.

Activation of receptors by stimuli other than the adequate

stimulus, or activation anywhere else along the sensory pathway at any
of the LEVELS (Fig. 1.1), is perceived as if it arose from the adequate
stimulus.

This classic principle, the "doctrine of specific nerve

energies" suggested by Johannes Muller in 1840, is important to the
study of sensory systems.

It gives credence to the use of discrete

electrical stimuli with controlled parameters at various sites along the
The

pathway in studying response characteristics of the various LEVELS.
phenomenon of seeing by subjecting the eye to pressure is a classical
example of this principle.

The receptor potential contains temporal

(onset, duration, frequency) and intensity information, while the topo
graphical organization of all receptors within a given system provides
spatial information.
On LEVEL I, receptor potentials are coded into discrete bioelectric
events or action potentials 1) through a single cell, or 2) through a
complex chain of interconnecting cells.

An example of the first type is

found in the somatosensory system where the receptor is a specialized
ending of a dendritic process from the dorsal root ganglion cell.

The
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frequency of the conducted action potentials in the dendrite is a func
tion of the amplitude of the generator (receptor) potential,

The verte-

brate retinal receptors and neurons form an example of case 2 above and
of a peripheral processor at. LEVEL I.

Werblin (85) reported that the

most direct transmission pathway in the retina involves three cell
types, the receptor to bipolar to ganglion cell chain, with convergence
at each synaptic subset.

Complexity is multiplied by the forward, back

ward, and transverse interconnections involving horizontal and amacrine
cells with these three cell types.

This means that the signal transmis

sion and processing can be modulated by activity in neighboring cells.
Evidence for this interaction is apparent from the center—surround con
trast seen in microelectrode studies.

Ganglion cells integrate informa—

tion received from a group of receptors which converge onto the output
cell through these neuron chains.

The spatial representation of these

receptors is the receptor field for the ganglion cell,
field at this level forms two concentric circles.

The receptor

For some cells, light

impinging on the center causes excitation while light on the annular
surrounding region inhibits the ganglion cell,
have the opposite response.

Other ganglion cells

In addition, the coded output contains

spectral, intensity, and in some species motion detection data.
At the intermediate stage (LEVEL II, Fig. 1.1), the coded data
from LEVEL I are further processed and may be overlaid with other
sensory information before being dispatched or "relayed" to a particular
central processor in the brain.

Classically, the thalamus is considered

a "relay" station for all of the sensory systems except olfaction.

The
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lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) of the thalamus is an example of an
intermediate processor which modifies the incoming data.

LGN cells are

organized into six layers with a specific topographical projection from
the retina.

Clark (13) found that discrete retinal lesions produce

transneuronal degeneration of LGN cells with an orderly point distribu
tion.
Color information is integrated to some extent in LGN cells.

Color

specific ganglion cells form convergent excitatory and inhibitory inputs
to the geniculate cells and integration of these inputs forms an oppo
nent color coding system (88).
dated:

Three color coded cell types are eluci

1) cells with excitation in the central portion by light of a

given color and inhibition of a concentric surround by light of the
opponent color, 2) excitation of the whole field for a given primary
color and inhibition over the same field for the opponent, and 3) exci
tation from all three colors at the center and inhibition of the concen
tric surround by the same.

Hubei and Wiesel (41) also found divergent

and convergent pathways between retinal and LGN cells, indicative of
other integrative functions.
It is at the central processor (LEVEL III) that the sensory infor
mation is finally decoded and perceptual images are formed.

Without

the cortex, a person can only detect the presence or absence of light.
Cortical neurons respond to more complex features of the sensory stimuli
over their receptive field but the output is still a coded impulse
pattern.

How the brain reconstructs the pulse-coded information into

visual images is not known.

It is interesting to note that retinal
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topography is reproduced in the layout of cortical neurons by the
orderly projection in retinal to geniculate to cortical pathways,

Cor-

tical receptive fields of various types are found, all different from
receptive fields for LGN cells (42, 43).

Simple cortical cells have

straight line rather than circular fields, with excitatory and inhibi
tory regions oriented along the line,
and motion detection is involved.

Spatial orientation is critical

Complex cells respond to slits, edges

and dark bars with many cells showing orientation sensitivity and
directional preference for motion.

Hypercomplex cells include length as

well as orientation sensitivity to slits of light projected onto the
retina.
Simple, complex and hypercomplex cortical cells are organized in a
columnar fashion, with the long axis of the column oriented perpendicular to the surface of the cortex.

The term "column” is used to describe

the stack arrangement of cortical cells with similar functional characteristics.

Other terms such as

slab" or "sheet" have been used (98).

The slab arrangement was clearly demonstrated for the characteristic of
eye dominance in layer 4 of the striate cortex (99).

Serial sections

of silver stained preparations oriented tangentially to the surface
showed dark and light bands which correlated well with physiological
measurements of eye preference,

Thus like the columns, the slabs are

oriented perpendicular to the surface.
There are columnar groupings for eye dominance and for receptive
field axis orientation in the striate cortex (98, 99).

For example, a

recording electrode advanced into the cortex in a direction
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perpendicular to the surface might encounter cells with right eye domi
nance or with some particular axis orientation.

On the other hand, an

electrode traversing the cortex tangentially to the surface and perpen
dicular to the slabs might cross over several left and right eye
dominance boundaries and several axis orientations.

There is no clear

on the relationship between slabs, whether they intersect and
interact or are parallel to each other.

Hubei and Wiesel (74) favor

the idea of intersection as a means of integrating different features
of the visual stimulus.
Other areas of the brain may interact with a primary cortical processor as shown in Fig. 1.1.

The mechanics of focusing, convergence,

accommodation, and blinking coordinated by the brain stem are involved
in visual sensation in addition to perception of visual images,

Other

examples are the effect of sensory stimuli on behavior, response to
specific stimuli signaling danger and the ability to shut out unpleasant
inputs.

This leads to the concept of feedback as in the control of

pupillary diameter or in the control of critical bandwidth by the olivo
cochlear bundle.

Negative feedback is an essential component of tech-

nological control systems and plays an important role in biological
sensory systems as well.
Despite the brief nature of the discussion given above, it is evi
dent that much work has been done towards the synthesis of a model for
the visual system.

This is also true for some parts of the olfactory

system but far less is known about the relationship between olfactory
stimuli and the neuronal activity at various levels in the sensory
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pathway.

I will now discuss some of the features of the conceptual

model (Fig. 1.1) with regard to olfaction.
Pigache (62) compared the neuronal chain for four sensory systems
including olfaction, and the following model is an expansion of his
basic outline.

The olfactory system is structurally simple at LEVEL I.

Receptor cells in the olfactory mucosa act as both transducer and first
order neuron (10) with no complex interaction.

The primary olfactory

nerve, a one to one replicate of the receptor cell axons (14), converges
onto the LEVEL II or bulbar neurons.

The primary olfactory nerve forms

axodendritic synapses with mitral, tufted and periglomerular
within coils of fibrillar tissue called glomeruli (3).

cells

The degree of

processing at this intermediate stage is unknown because elements
important to olfaction such as primary odors or stereochemically recog
nizable patterns have not been satisfactorily identified.

However,

feedback pathways (66, 63) and reciprocal synapses (90) strongly imply
the presence of complex peripheral processing capability in the bulb.
The major pathway from the olfactory bulb to cortical areas is the
lateral olfactory tract (LOT:

see diagrammatical sketch in Fig. 1.2).

Apparently there is an orderly topographical projection of mitral cell
axons onto the peduncular or anterior portions of the tract (75), with
less order further in its trajectory (78).

The central processor

(LEVEL III) in this model is the prepyriform cortex (PPG).

Again the

processing function is not known although rudimentary wiring schematics
have been developed from electrophysiological studies (27, 8, 35).

Pos-

sible interprocessor feedback has been shown electrophysiologically (94).
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In contrast with the retinal receptor system, there is little known
about the olfactory receptors in the mucosa.

We do not know the physi-

parameters that constitute the adequate stimulus in olfaction nor
can we apply olfactory stimuli focally as is done with visual stimuli.
For these reasons discrete electrical pulses are often used in place of
known odors.

Exectrical stimuli are applied focally to fiber tracts or

neuronal assemblies and responses are recorded from single units or
neuronal aggregates.

It is helpful to know the topographical relation

ship between the input tract and the target cortical neurons in order
to discover and understand the organizational pattern of the cortical
cells.

For example, the receptor field concept would emerge more

readily in a system with a point to point topography between tract axons
and cortical neurons than in a system with a diffuse topography.
This study was restricted to the input tract conceptualized as
LEVEL III of the olfactory system.

The tract topography was studied to

determine the directionality of axons and test the anatomical evidence
for a diffuse rather than point to point activation of cortical neurons.
Electrophysiological properties of the LOT such as the relationship of
the threshold to the axon diameter, stimulus-response curve and presynaptic to postsynaptic potential relationship were studied preliminary
to an investigation of the extracellular activity of single units in the
prepyriform cortex.
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CHAPTER II
PROPERTIES OF THE LATERAL OLFACTORY TRACT*
Prepyriform cortex (PPC) neurons are activated by lateral olfactory
tract (LOT) axons with a diffuse rather than punctiform topographical
distribution between axon and cell (69, 67, 70, 87, 78, 20).

Axon col

laterals leave the tract in the course of their projection to the pyri
form lobe, dive into the underlying cortex and form excitatory synapses
with the apical dendrites of PPC superficial pyramidal cells (11, 12,
56, 55, 86, 52, 36).

There is conflicting evidence concerning the pos

sibility of feedback from the PPC to the bulb.

Heimer (38) reported

evidence of retrograde degeneration in the PPC following bulbar lesions,
but despite this, the question of centrifugal axons arising in the PPC
has not been resolved (11, 47, 17, 4, 65, 38, 68, 33).

Riedenbach and

Stevens (7, 8) and Haberly (35) did not find any evidence for LOT cen
trifugal axons in their single unit studies but in an investigation
directed toward this problem Willey, et al. (94; part of this report)
presented evidence for bulbopetal LOT axons arising from the cortex and
projecting to the olfactory peduncle.
Electrical stimulation of the tract evokes a diphasic or a tri
phasic conducted action potential, and a stationary cortical potential
which is initially negative at the cortical surface (see inset under
Fig. 2.6A, AP and EP respectively).

The stationary wave, the evoked

potential, is longer in duration and larger in amplitude than the action
potential.

The evoked potential reverses in polarity after about 10

*A more complete literature review is given in CHAPTER IV.
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msec (2X Threshold).

From results of intracellular recordings in super

ficial pyramidal cells (SPCs), Biedenbach and Stevens (6, 8) concluded
that the evoked potential is a sign of the excitatory and inhibitory
postsynaptic potentials (EPSP and IPSP respectively).

In subsequent

discussions, the surface negative wave of the evoked potential will be
called the EPSP„

Large extracellular and intraneuronal currents in the

densely packed superficial cell layer form a dipole field with a nega
tive pole in the apical and positive pole in the basal regions during
the EPSP followed by a polarity reversal in the subsequent period (26,
37).

A zero isopotential surface (ZIPS) lies just above the cell body

layer.

Because the evoked potential is a function of the current flow

in the dipole field, the amplitude of the EPSP depends on the number of
axo-dendritic synapses activated by a LOT volley,

Assuming a uniform

distribution in the contribution to the field strength by each synapse,
the amplitude would be a linear function of the number of axons activated.

The amplitude of the action potential is also linearly related

to the number of axons activated (30).
Single unit methods are used in this study to investigate the topo
graphical relationship between the tract axons and the PPG neurons, and
to test for the presence of a cortico-bulbar feedback pathway,

The

evidence for cortico-bulbar axons is deferred and will be discussed in
CHAPTER III along with the antidromic neurons.

Whether tract axons con

verge onto cortical neurons (several axons converging onto one neuron)
or have a punctate distribution pattern (one or few axons activating one
neuron) can be tested by determining the threshold for activation of a
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single cortical cell from various stimulus sites across the tract width.
A sharply differential threshold profile determined in this manner would
be indicative of a punctiform distribution, whereas a uniform profile
would be indicative of at least a convergent distribution of LOT axons
onto cortical neurons.
A combination of the graphical (30) and arithmetic (49) methods is
used to simulate experimental diphasic action potentials from axon dia
meter distribution data.

Simulated potentials are then used in an

indirect method for determination of the axon diameter to threshold
relationship.

Another electrophysiological parameter, the tract mem

brane time constant, is calculated from strength—duration data according
to the classical equation from Lapicque (50).

These types of data are

sought to bring an increased understanding of the fundamental properties
of the input pathway and also to compare a central nervous system tract
with peripheral nerves.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Electrode Implantation
In chronic preparations bipolar stainless steel electrodes were im
planted in the cat LOT (Horsley-Clarke coordinates A25, L3) and PPG
(A20, L7; A16.5, L10) at least 10 days prior to any experimental procedure.

The electrodes were axially aligned insulated pairs of 200 micron

diameter wire with a separation of 1 mm between the more advanced and
less advanced probes.

The electrode implantation procedure was similar

to that of Willey and Freeman (91) and is outlined below.
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A.

Summary of the surgical procedure.
1.

Anesthetize animal (35 mg/kg of Nembutal given intraperitoneally).

2.

Place head

in stereotaxic frame and prepare scalp for surgery

(shave, etc.).
3.

Make midline, antero-posterior incision from superior ridge of
orbit to sagittal crest,

Detach temporalis muscle from dorso-

lateral surface of skull.
4.
B.

Drill 2 mm diameter holes at proper coordinates.

Implantation procedure.
1.

Connect LOT electrode pair to stimulator and one PPG electrode
pair to dual trace oscilloscope.

Monitor response from each

recording tip while advancing electrodes with microdrives.
Apply high intensity (1 msec/10 mA/4 pulses/sec) stimulus to LOT
electrode pair, more advanced electrode negative with respect to
the less advanced.
2.

Advance LOT and one PPG electrode to 2 mm above vertical zero
coordinate.

At this depth, evoked potential usually has a

positive first wave on both tips of PPG electrode since cortical
dipole is being approached from the deep side.
3.

Slowly advance LOT and PPG electrodes alternately, watching for
continual increase in the evoked potential amplitude until vertical zero is reached.

Decrease stimulus intensity as evoked

potential increases, maintaining just enough for monitoring
purpose.
4.

Position PPG electrode across dipole field as follows.

Advance
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PPG electrode and watch for diminution of evoked potential
amplitude in more advanced tip.

Stop when evoked potential

positive wave goes to zero or begins reversing polarity,
is the zero isopotential surface.
microns beyond this point.

This

Advance PPG electrode 500

Bipolar PPG electrode should now be

across dipole field and waveforms from less advanced and more
advanced tips should be mirror images.
5.

Optimize position of LOT electrode by the following method.
Connect PPG electrode for bipolar recording,

Connect amplifier

to Computer of Average Transients (or any other averaging and/or
storage device).

Decrease stimulus to about three times thresh-

old level and store average of 50 evoked potentials.

Advance

LOT electrode 100 microns and store new averaged evoked poten
tials (AEPs) in the next channel of the Computer of Average
Transients.

If present AEP is larger than previous, reset

stimulus to lower amplitude and store new AEP.

Iterate through

the procedure of advancing the electrode and comparing ampli
tudes until minimal threshold is found.
6.

Cement electrodes in place with dental acrylic.
connector.
ohmmeter.

Solder leads to

Check for shorts and. for open connections with an
Cement connector in place with screws attached to

skull embedded within the acrylic to act as anchors.

Suture skin

incisions as needed to reduce possible sites for infection.
7.

Allow 10 days for recovery.

The surgical procedure for acute preparations is given in the APPENDIX.
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Electrophysiological Measurements
Standard laboratory methods were used in studying some of the prop
erties of 1) the action and evoked potentials, 2) the lateral olfactory
tract, and 3) the relationship between the tract and the PPG.

Electri

cal pulses were applied to the tract through a constant current stimulus
isolation unit, with frequency, intensity and duration controlled inde
pendently of each other.

The action and evoked potentials were observed

on an oscilloscope screen.

They were also converted to digital data,

signal averaged and stored on magnetic tape with a Digital Equipment
Corporation PDP-12 Laboratory Computer.

Off line processing of the data

was also carried out on the PDP-12.
A.

Potential profile
Potential profiles, plots of amplitude with depth, were obtained

for both the action potential and the evoked potential
rations.

in acute prepa

The responses to constant intensity stimuli (4X Threshold,

10 microsec, 4/sec) applied to the peduncle, were averaged (N = 50) and
recorded for each 100 micron increment of depth along a trajectory
orthogonal to the PPG surface.
a hydraulic microdrive.
potential profile.

The electrode depth was controlled with

Peak to peak amplitudes were used in the action

Peak amplitudes of EPSPs were used in the evoked

potential profile.
B.

Strength-duration relationship
Strength-duration data were obtained from five animals with chroni

cally implanted electrodes placed in the LOT and PPG at Horsley-Clarke
coordinates A25 and A20 respectively.

Constant current rectangular
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pulses were applied to the LOT electrode

and threshold was determined

by visual observation of the action or evoked potential on the oscilloscope.

Threshold was defined as the point where a just noticeable

appearance of the potential from the PPG recording electrode was
observed.

In two animals the signal to noise ratio for the discrimina

tion of threshold was enhanced by signal averaging (N = 50).

This gave

a more accurate determination of threshold without altering the shape of
the individual strength-duration curve.
Generally, durations were limited to the range of 0.001 to 1.0 msec
and rheobase was determined graphically by extrapolation of the curve to
10 msec from a plot of the data.

Pulses were limited to 1 msec because

the shock artifact interfered with the observation of the evoked response with longer duration pulses.

The data from each animal were

normalized to the rheobase to give them equal weighting for the composite average.

In this way the normalized curve for each animal had a

rheobase of 1.
C.

Action potential reconstruction
Myelinated axon diameter data, as shown in the histograms of Fig.

Al, were obtained from electron micrographs of cross-sectional areas
taken at 3 sites along the length of the LOT (Willey, manuscript in
preparation).

In the actual computation axon diameters ranging from .28

to 3.28 microns were distributed into 30 class intervals of 0.1 micron
width for the peduncle, mid- and post-LOT.

A modification of the arith

metic method was used to account for conduction latency without knowl
edge of distance between stimulating and recording electrodes.

Latency
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of the initial rise of the recorded potential was used as the starting
point for the largest axon.

Latency for all smaller axons was computed

on the basis of inverse proportionality to diameter.
The primary difference between this model and that of Gasser and
Erlanger (30) was in the choice of the basis function or shape of the
2 -kt2
The basis functions used in this study were t e
for
. 2
the monophasic and its derivative, 2te -kt d-kt2), for the biphasic

unit potential.

waveforms.

k was empirically chosen to match the peak time of the mono-

phasic action potential.

The amplitude of the unit action potential

was assumed to be proportional to the cross-sectional area or diameter
squared.

Other assumptions used were:

a) the total contribution of a

cixon diameter class was proportional to the class frequency and
b) the velocity was proportional to axon diameter and remained constant
along the pathway considered.
in the APPENDIX, p 116.

Equations used in the reconstruction are

Programs written in FOCAL-12, a high level

language for the PDP-12, were used to simulate and to plot both the
monophasic and the biphasic action potentials.
D.

Threshold profile
Threshold profiles for cell activation were obtained in the normal

routine of recording middle PPG unit activity.

The threshold for spike

activation (10 microsec, 2/sec pulses) was determined at stimulus sites
placed across the width of the tract, both anterior to and posterior
from the recording electrode,
maximum value of 3 mA.

Stimulus intensities were limited to a

Sites with higher threshold values than 3 mA were
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considered to have no connections, either synaptic or antidromic, with
the cell in question.
E.

Stimulus response curves
Stimulus-response (S-R) curve data were obtained from 21 cats under

various recording conditions,

A total of 33 curves were obtained with a

maximum of three from any one animal,

Threshold was chosen as the point

where the action or evoked potential first appeared on the oscilloscope
sweep using a high gain setting,

Current intensity (10 microsec pulses

at 4/sec) was increased in integer increments of threshold ranging from
1 to 90X.

NAEP, a software package for the PDP-12 Laboratory Computer

(93), was used in recording, processing and plotting the S-R data.

RESULTS
Data were obtained to study some of the characteristics of 1) the
action and evoked potentials, 2) the lateral olfactory tract axons, and
3) the activation of the prepyriform cortex.
A.

Properties of the Action Potential and EPSP of the Evoked Potential

Nembutal and anoxia
A 22 mg/kg supplemental intravenous administration of Nembutal
abolished the second wave of the evoked potential within two minutes
(Fig. 3.7G-2) while the resistant action potential remained at the pre
drug amplitude (Fig. 3.7G-1).

At the end of two minutes some loss

occurred in the trailing edge of the EPSP of the evoked potential.
results similar to those of other investigators (26, 36).
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Progressive changes in the AP with increasing levels of tissue
hypoxia are shown in Figure 3.7H.
anoxic by stopping the respirator,

The animal

was allowed to become

After two minutes, there was a 5%

decrease in EPSP amplitude with no change in the action potential as
compared to the pre-anoxic condition (3.7H~1).

After 4.5 minutes

(3.7H-3), the EPSP was down about 90% and the action potential was
reduced 18% with an increased duration from the slower conduction.

At

about 6 minutes, the evoked potential was completely gone with only
about 25% of the action potential remaining with a duration approxi
mately 30% longer than in the pre-anoxic condition.

These findings are

in agreement with those of previous workers (23, 72, 84) and verify the
identity of the potentials being studied.
Potential profile in the cortical depths
The amplitudes of averaged action and evoked potentials EPSP
recorded with a microelectrode at incremental depths superficial and
deep to ZIPS (positive depths indicate points deeper than ZIPS) in a
trajectory orthogonal to the LOT surface are shown in Fig. 2.1

The

action potential depth profile (Fig. 2.1) substantiates Freeman’s (26)
observation that the action potential decrements with increased depth
and has no mirror image.

An exponential function E = A exp (-X/Z) with

fitting constants A and Z, depth X in microns and peak to peak amplitude
E in millivolts was fitted to the curves.

The exponential shape indi

cates that within the cortex, the action potential is a non-propagated
field in a homogeneous medium.
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The evoked potential profiles (Fig. 2.1) for the cat are similar to
those for the opossum (37), with the exception that the potential at the
negative pole was larger (2 of 3 cases) in the cat.

This agrees with

Freeman’s results showing an equal total charge but higher density at
the negative pole.

The lower amplitude for the diamond points may be

from differences in electrode impedance, recording site or threshold
determination.

Careful observation shows that the positive pole had a

greater potential in this animal, more in accordance with Haberly and
Shepherd’s results in the opossum (37).
B.

Properties of the Lateral Olfactory Tract Axons

Strength-duration relationship
The averaged data from five animals is plotted in Fig. 2.2.

The

classical equation (4.1, p. 89) was empirically fitted to the data with
a time constant of 0.3 msec.

In an acute preparation with stimulating

and recording electrodes placed directly onto the exposed tract, the time
constant obtained by the same method of calculation was 0.153 msec.
Action potential reconstruction
Comparison of simulated and recorded action potentials for different
stimulus intensities (3 and 4X Threshold) and recording depths are shown
in Fig. 2.3C and D with a latency of 0.14 msec.

Best fit was defined by

alignment at the zero crossover point (between the positive and negative
peaks).

The crossover point was chosen because it corresponds to the

peak in the monophasic potential.

For these data, k = 8 was best and

calculations based on this figure give a crest time of 0.35 msec for the
monophasic basis function with a total duration of about 1 msec.

This
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fits well with the 1:3 ratio of Gasser and Erlanger (30) but not with
their crest time of 0.2 msec for the mammalian A fibers.

Monophasic and

diphasic action potentials reconstructed for the peduncle, mid and
posterior LOT with latencies of zero, 0.14 and 0.28 msec respectively
are shown (Fig. 2.3A, B).

Temporal dispersion is evidenced in these wave

forms by the decreased amplitude and increased duration at the more distant sites.

(Each waveform was normalized to the peak value of the

peduncular potential.)
Justification for the choice of the monophasic basis function, and
its derivative for the biphasic, comes about from the manipulations
illustrated in Fig. 2.4.

Recorded biphasic action potentials (2.4A, D)

were first stripped of their stimulus artifacts (SA) and evoked poten
tials (EP), then integrated.

The resultant integrals (2.4B, E) were

nearly zero (or monophasic) implying that the biphasic action potential
closely represents the derivative of the monophasic action potential with
respect to time.

The transformation back to the stripped biphasic ac

tion potential is shown in Fig. 2.4C and F.

The. potential in Fig. 2.4D,

recorded after 7 minutes of anoxic conditions, had no evoked potential as
seen in the insert below the action potential.

The action potential has

a lower amplitude and longer duration than originally after this length
of time under anoxic conditions (Fig. 3.7H-3) but there seems to be no
change in the functional relationship between the monophasic and the
biphasic waveforms.
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Diameter-tihreshold relationship
A matched pair of 1) diameter-amplitude (response), and 2) stimulusresponse curves (e.g.. Fig. 2.1k) are needed in deriving the diameterthreshold relationship.

Since the stimulus-response curve used to

derive the diameter-threshold relationship described below was obtained
from the middle LOT, parameters from the reconstruction of middle LOT
action potentials were used to generate data for the diameter-amplitude
curve.
A program, written in FOCAL-12, was used to simulate a set of
diphasic action potentials with increasing stimulus intensity.
verse threshold to diameter relationship was assumed.

An in

The first recon

struction in the set contained only the largest diameter class mark
(lowest threshold).

Increasing numbers of classes were included in the

subsequent ones, one class at a time, in the order of increasing thresh
old until the last reconstruction in the set used all the histogram
data.

The peak to peak amplitude of each action potential was printed

out along with the. class mark of the smallest diameter in the reconstruction.

The amplitudes were normalized to the maximum value as done for

the stimulus-response data.

The diameter and amplitude pairs make up

the diameter-amplitude curve data points.

Coordinate pairs of times

threshold (X) and axon diameter (d) from points of equal amplitude on
the stimulus-response and diameter-amplitude curves respectively, were
tabulated and plotted (Fig. 2.5).
data points using a power function.
X = 40d

-3.4

A least square fit was applied to the
The points conform to the equation
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C.

Prepyriform Cortex Activation by Lateral Olfactory Tract Volleys

Threshold profile for activation of PPG neurons
Two lines of supportive evidence on the topographical pattern of
LOT activation for PPG neurons were obtained.
1.

Anterior and posterior LOT stimulation were equally effective
for orthodromic activation of middle PPG neurons .

This sup-

ports the anatomical evidence of axon collateral activation.
If principal axons terminated along the LOT trajectory to
synapse with underlying cells, stimulation at more posterior
sites would be ineffective or have high threshold values.
2.

A rather flat threshold profile for orthodromic activation
was observed (Fig. 2.6).

This tends to confirm the evidence

for convergence of LOT axons onto PPG neurons.

The punctate

activation of antidromic cells implies that the profile for
orthodromic stimulation was not a distortion from current
spread around the electrodes.
Stimulus-response curves
Composite normalized stimulus—response (S—R) curves are shown for
the diphasic action potential (Fig. 2.1k) and EPSP of the averaged evoked
potential (Fig. 2.7B).

Dotted points are the mean from 33 curves.

All

individual curves were sigmoidal as indicated by the curvature in the
expanded region from 1 to 3X shown in the insets (4 animals).

The equa-

tion R = exp(-b/S ) was fitted by least squares to the composite data; b
and m are fitting constants, S the times threshold stimulus intensity and
R the normalized response.
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The relationship between the presynaptic event (tract action poten
tial) and the postsynaptic response (cortical EPSP) was considered to be
linear by regression analysis.

The regression line is plotted in Fig.

2.7C along with the data points.
region between 1 to 3X (inset;
posite overall data.

The regression coefficient for the
r = .999) was higher than for the com-

The regression line for the 1 to 3X region was

EPS]? = -.003 + 1.025 AP; AP = action potential.

DISCUSSION
Previous workers have shown that some of the electrophysiological
properties of central nervous system tracts can be studied by methods
used on peripheral nerves.

For example, strength-duration data have

been used to determine membrane time constants for spinal nerves (44, 5).
Also, optic nerve action potentials have been simulated from histological
data and known electrical properties of axons (59, 80).

My results

indicate that though the lateral olfactory tract (LOT) adheres closely to
the underlying prepyriform cortex (PPG), it can also be studied with
these methods.

Quantitative differences will be discussed later.

The diffuse activation pattern, as revealed by the

threshold pro-

files for single unit activation, was expected from the anatomical work
of others.

However, one would also expect a punctiform topography if the

olfactory system were similar to other sensory systems such as vision,
audition and touch.

On this basis, there should be a point to point

topography from the peduncle to the cortical single units since it has
already been shown that there is a punctiform distribution of olfactory
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bulb axons onto the peduncle (75).
results obtained in this study are :

-Two possible explanations for the
1) the stimulating electrodes were

activating too many axons and 2) the concept of receptive fields do not
apply to olfaction.

The first explanation is probably wrong since the

same electrodes were used in stimulating centrifugal axons and these had
a distinct threshold profile.

The second explanation appears to be a
patterns cannot be maintained in odorous
However, this is speculative

because the properties of the adequate stimulus and the mosaic of
receptor types are not well defined,

It appears that pattern recognition in

the olfactory system is a very complex process.
Strength-duration relationship

The average value of 0.3 msec obtained for the
LOT time constant
(chronaxie = .208 msec) is within the range for cat dorsal and ventral
root fibers and spinal motoneuron and interneuron axons
(see Table 4.1),
higher than that for frog sciatic nerve (.18 msec) and cat dorsal
column
fibers (.1 to .12 msec). My result was affected by 1) the
geometry of
the tract and 2) the position of the stimulating electrode.
nate A25, the nearly flat surface of the

At coordi

P^^ct lies at aoout a 20 degree

angle with respect to the electrode and is approximately 200 microns
thick and 8 mm wide.
olfactory nucleus.

Underlying the tract at this site is the anterior
Electrode position is optimized during implantation

but there is no assurance that conditions remain
so because of damage
caused by the blunt electrode and long-term tissue changes surrounding
the tip (74).

The large distance between tips (1 mm) of the bipolar
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electrode in comparison with the tract thickness means that the volume
of tissue stimulated includes more than the LOT whereas in isolated
nerves, this problem is reduced.

The short time constant of 0.153 msec

obtained with surface electrodes implies that the surrounding tissue
effectively increases the time constant, perhaps in a manner similar to
the dendritic current in hippocampal neurons (77).
Hill’s equation (39) was used to determine the effect of accommoda
tion and to attempt to fit the data more closely to a theoretical
curve.
This was done empirically by selecting a value of k (k = x) and iterating
through various values of A/k.

A/k less than 800 caused an increase in

calculated intensity for long durations instead of approaching an asymptomatic value, indicating that accommodation was not a major factor in
the LOT.

Typical values of A/k for frog sciatic fibers ranged from 40 to

80, with variations between 10 and 200 (39).

The best fit for the com

posite curve (Fig. 2.2) with stimulus duration ranging from .01 to 10
msec was obtained using k = .3 msec and A/k =
800.

Best fit was defined

as the minimization of both the sum of squares of the deviation and the
percent deviation of l/l ^ at the end points,
could not be fitted with either equation.

The intermediate values

Under our experimental condi-

tions, the LOT may have been activated more like a uniformly polarized
membrane than a point polarized cable (58).
Rheoba.se is another factor influencing the time constant.

Choosing

^Rh ^ower than the actual value would shift the normalized curve to the
right and increase x .
be to define I

A better method than graphical extrapolation may

Rh from a polynomial fit to the experimental data.
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Rheobase would be the asymptotic value as the duration approaches infin
ity (or becomes very large, based on physiological grounds).
The discussion above shows that strength-duration data must be carefully evaluated before comparisons, between different animals or between
different nervous tissues, can be made.

However, the measurement of time

constant or of chronaxie is useful in comparing the effects of an experi
mental procedure with control conditions,

These measurements can also

be used for gross comparisons, especially of central nervous system
tracts which cannot be surgically isolated.
Diameter-threshold relationship
Knowledge of the diameter-threshold function is valuable in 1)
modeling the characteristics of central nervous system tracts and 2)
classifying cortical neurons.

The diameter-threshold function relates a

physiological with an anatomical parameter, thus aiding in the quantifi
cation and understanding of a physiological function,

The indirect

generation of diameter—threshold data pairs from equivalent amplitude
points in experimental S-R and simulated diameter-amplitude curves
affords a realizeable method for central nervous system tracts where
direct measurements from single fibers are not feasible,

On the second

point, the firing threshold for cortical cells could be translated to
axon diameter fiom the diameter—threshold curve and the cell type cor
related with it.

In the LOT the diameter could not be calculated from

the velocity—diameter function because collaterals, not the primary
axons, synapse with the superficial layer cell dendrites,

While a one-

to-one relationship may not be possible, one could relate cell types in
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the PPG to originating cell types in the bulb by axon diameters,

The

diameter data would be transferable from one animal to another, so one
could also study developmental changes in fiber size.
The assumption is made that an increased number of class intervals
included in the action potential simulation implies an increase in
stimulus intensity.

Stating it in another way, X is proportional to D

_C

where C is an unknown constant and X and D are the threshold and diameter
respectively of the smallest fiber class included in the simulation.
Justification for this comes from observations on the compound action
potential.
appear.

As the intensity is increased, peaks with longer latencies

Since velocity is proportional to diameter, longer latencies

imply lower velocities and smaller diameters.
activates more and more smaller fibers.

Thus increased intensity

Direct experimental evidence

from isolated frog sciatic nerve fibers led Tasaki (81) to the conclu
sion that X a D

.

Applying a least squares fit to his data, which had

a high degree of scatter, I found that 1/X = 3.26 D 1.29 with r = 0.845.
The discrepancy between C = 1.29 for the frog nerve and 3.4 for the LOT
needs further investigation.

Differences in the experimental conditions

listed in Table 2.1 do not explain the discrepancy but may shed light on
the problem.
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Table 2.1.

Comparison of Conditions in Diameter-Threshold Relationship

Frog Sciatic Nerve (Tasaki (81)

Cat LOT (this paper)

1.

Peripheral nerve

1.

CNS tract

2.

Isolated fibers

2.

Intact with underlying cortex

3.

Direct measurement

3.

Indirect

4.

3.5 to 16 micron fiber

4.

.33 to 3.23 micron axon diameter

5.

Only one animal

diameter
5.

Few animals but more than
one

Erlanger and Gasser (22; Fig. 17, p. 42) related the conduction
velocity to threshold from six nerves and found a "hypobolic" relation
ship.

I extracted data from 3 of their curves and fitted them to a

power function and obtained values of C = 1.38, 1.28 and 1.06 assuming
velocity as a linear function of diameter.
range of Tasakifs data.

These results are in the

The validity of my method can be checked by

applying it to the frog sciatic nerve and comparing the results from
both methods.

However, agreement on this basis would not imply that the

tract threshold would also have C = 1, for reasons 1, 2 and 4 in Table
2.1.
Stimulus-response curves
Stimulus-response (S-R) curves were all sigmoidal but the satura
tion intensity was quite variable.

Composite curves with saturation

occurring between 70 and 90, between 40 and 60, and at less than 40 times
threshold are illustrated in Fig. 2.4D.

The qualitative determination

of threshold greatly influences the slope and saturation point of the
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curve.

Suppose that the true threshold I is in error by a value i such

that the measured current is I + i.

For any multiple k, the X Threshold

current used would be k x (I + i) instead of K x I and positive values
of i (too high an estimate) would shift the curve to the left.

By nature

of the method of threshold determination, the probability for positive
error is greater than for negative.

This implies that the curves with

higher saturation intensities are more correct than those with the lower.
The first wave amplitude for the bulbar evoked potential increases
linearly with the square root of intensity in the region between 1 and
about 4 times threshold with primary olfactory nerve stimulation (29).
On the same square root scale, the compound action potential is non
linear within the same range.

At the LOT-FPC interface our results

indicate a non-linear curve for the EPSP in the range from 1 to 3X
(Fig. 2.7B inset, open circles) and a linear evoked potential-action
potential relationship.

This linearity implies that PPG current density

in the dipole field is related to the number of LOT axons activated by
the stimulus.

If individual axons could be stained, the distribution of

collaterals for various axon sizes could be studied to test the implica
tion.

SUMMARY
Some electrophysiological and topographical properties of the LOT
were studied to elucidate the tract-cortex interface and to compare
central nervous system tract behavior in general with peripheral nerve.
The peak-to~peak amplitude of the biphasic action potential (presynaptic
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event) was linear!

elated to the EPSP of the averaged evoked potential

(postsynaptic event).

A diameter-amplitude curve generated from action

potentials reconstructed from the axon diameter distribution was used in
conjunction with the stimulus-response data to determine the diameterthreshold relationship,

The result, X = 40D

-3.4

, was different from

that expected; others had shown X a D ^ for frog peripheral nerves.

The

tract time constant, t, was calculated from the averaged strength-dura
tion curve to be 0.3 msec, a value within the range for spinal motoneuronal axons.

The flat threshold profile provides additional evidence

for the convergence of LOT axons onto cortical neurons.
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Figure 2.1. Potential profile measured in cortical depths.
A: action potential profiles from 3 different cats, Dashed
lines show exponential fitting function of the form
-x/Z
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Figure 2.3. Simulated (reconstructed) action potentials based on axon
spectra and electrical properties of lateral olfactory tract axons.
Monophasic basis function = t exp(-kt ). Its derivative was used as the
biphasic basis function, k was empirically determined from optimization
of the
fit to experimental data shown in C and D. A: simulated mono...
phasic action potential for peduncle, middle and posterior LOT with each
normalized to the peduncular action potential. Decrement in amplitude
and increased duration result from temporal dispersion. Latencies were,
zero, 0.14 and 0.28 msec. B: same as in A for biphasic action poten—
tial. C: comparison of experimental (e) with simulated (r) data for an
action potential evoked by a 3X Threshold stimulus, both curves normal
ized to 1.0. D: same as in C for a 4X Threshold stimulus, Positive
polarity is upward.
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Figure 2.4. Transformation of recorded biphasic action
potential (AP) to monophasic. A, D: recorded biphasic
action potentials. B, E: transformation from biphasic to
monophasic form by integration after stripping away stimulus
artifact (SA) and evoked potential (EP). C, F: derivative
of B and E showing the stripped action potential. A =
normal; D was recorded 7 mintues after initiation of anoxia.
Inset under A shows both the action potential and the EPSP
of the evoked potential. Inset under D shows the loss of
evoked potential resulting from anoxic conditions, Positive
polarity is upward.
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CHAPTER III
EXTRACELLULAR UNIT ACTIVITY OF PREPYRIFORM CORTEX NEURONS
Several investigators have sought an understanding of the con
structs of the prepyriform cortex (its input and output pathways, cell
types and internal wiring) over the last few decades.

A compilation of

results from histological studies of various workers is given in Table
3.1 to provide an anatomical basis for understanding some of the electrophysiolcgical results.

Limited knowledge of cell types and their

interconnections has also been gained from single unit studies,

These

findings aie briefly reviewed here with greater details presented in the
next chapter.

Orthodromically Activated Cells
Several cell firing patterns occur in PPG neurons activated monoor disynaptically by LOT axon collaterals (7, 8, 27, 35, 72).
majority of cells are normally "silent" (71%).

In cats a

Of these about 90% are

monosynaptically activated with a short latency during the excitatory
phase of the evoked potential (EPSP), resulting in either a single spike
or a burst.

The rest of the "silent" cells show a multiple discharge

pattern during the falling phase of the EPSP and sometimes on into the
subsequent inhibitory phase, or IPSP, of the evoked potential (Type 2
cells).

The short latency cells are at the level of the superficial

pyramidal cell (SPC) layer whereas the Type 2 cells are 140 pm above that
point (See Table 3.1).

In contrast, opossum multiple discharge cells

are in layer IV deep to the SPCs (35) and discharge with fewer spikes as
the stimulus intensity is increased.

Firing latency for synaptically

activated cells increases with depth of the cell in the cortex.
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Spontaneously active cells are generally triggered during the EPS?
by a LOT volley and are subsequently inhibited for periods of 30 to
several hundred milliseconds (7), with the length of inhibition propertional to stimulus strength.
excitation.

Some cells are inhibited without prior

Haberly (34) found that most of the spontaneously active

cells (17 of 21) were inhibited by the application of odors to the nostrils in rats.

Spontaneous firing rates vary from 1 to 45/sec with a

median of 11/sec in cats under pentobarbital anesthesia (27).

Only

Freeman (27) used poststimulus time histograms (PSTHs) to study spontaneously active cells.
A rudimentary composite model of PPG internal wiring established
from unit studies (27, 7, 8, 35) warrants discussion here.

SPCs are

monosynaptically excited with a short latency response during the EPS?
by LOT axon collaterals,
cells.

Deep cells form inhibitory feedback loops to both SPCs and

adjacent deep cells.
the LOT.

In turn, SPCs excite adjacent SPCs and deeper

Deep cells do not receive monosynaptic input from

This picture is based on information from latency measurements

correlated with postsynaptic potentials and cell location.

A limitation

of this picture is that orthodromic LOT volleys tend to "collapse the
cortex to a single vertical dimension” and "wash out the fine details of
synaptic organization" (8).

Antidromically Activated Cells
It has been suggested and shown by neurohistological methods that
there are centrifugal fibers to the olfactory bulb in the LOT (11, 38).
The site of origin has been placed in the nucleus of the horizontal limb
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of the diagonal band, an area caudallateral to the PPG, by Price and
Powell (68),

Results from an electrophysiological study (33) indicate

no PPG axon involvement.

A critical test of these conflicting results

would be to determine whether any PPG neurons are antidromically acti
vated by electrical stimuli directed to the olfactory peduncle.

Two

single unit studies failed to uncover antidromic PPG neurons
driven by LOT axons (7, 8, 35) although they were antidromically driven
by stimulation of the anterior commissure and subcortical efferent
fibers.

Our results (94), demonstrating the presence of PPG neurons

with axons travelling centrifugally to the peduncle but not to posterior
LOT regions, are amplified in this report.
In this report we expand the vista of long-term activity following
LOT volleys by use of PSTHs and their associated integrals,

The picture

emerging from this is the complexity of interconnections within the PPG
implied from variations in the modulation
firing patterns.

of spontaneously active neuron

PSTHs show spontaneously active cells inhibited with

or without synchronized depolarization, smooth recovery cycles, rebound
during the recovery period and latency in inhibition,

Additions to

existing wiring diagrams await further work combining modern neurohistological staining with electrophysiological methods.
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Table 3.1. A Brief Summary of PPG Structure and Nomenclature. A Compilation from Calleja (12), Cajal (11), O’Leary (60), Valverde (83)
Willey (89) and Stevens (78).
The primary nomenclature is that of O’Leary.
la.

Fibrillar Layer
LOT axons and descending collaterals
Some axon collaterals from layer III
neurons (60)
Some dendrites (83, 89)

lb.

Plexiform Layer

Alternate terminology
Fibrillar layer (11, 12,
83, 89)
Molecular layer (78)

Molecular zone (11, 12)
Molecular layer (78, 89)

LOT collaterals and terminals
Ascending dendrites of layer II cells
Axodendritic synapses
Some cells (12, 89)
II.

Layer of Superficial Pyramidal Cells
(SPG)
SPG Soma
Dendrites to lb
Axons go deep to III and IV with
collaterals
Small and medium sized soma
Soma of other cells of various shapes
and sizes

III.

Layer of Deep Pyramidal Cells (DPC)
DPC Soma
Fewer in number than SPCs
Usually larger
Apical dendrites ascend into lb
Axons have many collaterals
Dendrites reach in all directions
Polymorphic cells
Axons going to white matter

IV.

Layer of Polymorphic Cells
Basal dendrites of layer III cells
Horizontally oriented axons and
dendrites
Ascending dendrites going to lb
Large polymorphic cells

Layer of small and
medium sized pyramids
(11, 12, 83)
Superficial pyramidal
cell layer (89)
Superficial (soma)
layer (78)

Zone of large pyramids
(12)
Zone of polymorphic
cells (11)
Deep plexus (83, 89)
Deep (soma) layer (78)

Polymorph zone (12)
Zone of white matter (11)
Deep plexus (83, 89)
Deep (soma) layer (78)
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
A standard setup for unit work was used in conjunction with a
Digital Equipment Corporation PDP-12 Laboratory Minicomputer to record
extracellular spike activity from PPG neurons, and to obtain data for
generating PSTHs.

A more detailed description of the surgical and re

cording procedures are given in the APPENDIX,
Surgical Procedures
The femoral vein was cannulated under nitrous oxide-halothane
anesthesia, and maintenance doses of either sodium pentobarbital
(35 mg/kg initial dose; 11 cats) or a-chloralose (35 mg/kg) were administered.

Carbon dioxide partial pressure was kept between 3.5 and 4,5

percent under positive pressure ventilation, and the temperature main
tained between 36 and 38° C by occasional warming with a heating pad.
Heart and respiratory rates were monitored during the experiment.
Exposure of the LOT and PPG required extirpation of the orbital
contents.

The head was firmly held in a stereotaxic frame while over-

lying skin and muscles were removed and the eye was loosened from its
attachments except for the optic nerve and blood vessels,
vessels were ligated and cut close to the optic foramen.

The nerve and
The remaining

stump was clamped to the floor of the orbit with a special clamp to
reduce blood loss and to maintain clearance over the LOT area,

The

orbital plate was rongeured away to expose the underlying LOT and an
opening was made into the sphenoid sinus for drainage of excess fluids.
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Tissue dessication was prevented by covering the exposed brain with
mineral oil after removal of the dura.
Extracellular Recording
A special electrode with stimulating arrays anterior and posterior
to a central recording window (Fig. A3) was cemented flush with the
exposed LOT surface so that the anterior array was over the peduncular
region.

The posterior edge of the electrode was aligned with the middle

cerebral artery.

The surface topography of the electrode face was

matched to the LOT to optimize and equalize pressure across the area of
contact.

Brain movement from respiratory activity was reduced by a

pneumothorax and infusion of the muscle relaxant gallanine triethiodide.
The array leads were connected to a switch panel for rapid selection of
stimulating sites.

Glass micropipettes filled with 2M NaCl and ranging

from 4 to 20 megohms impedance were used to record extracellular poten
tials from middle PPG cells.

Unit activity from 25 cats was recorded

using the standard setup shown in Figure A2.

Poststimulus time histo-

grams (PSTH) and interspike interval histograms (ISH) i^ere obtained
using a pulse height discriminator and the PDP-12 computer (96).

Depth

was referenced to the zero isopotential surface (ZIPS) with the LOT
positive to it, and latency was measured from the stimulus artifact to
the peak of the spike.
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RESULTS
Various parameters were used to classify the PPG neurons and to
place them into discrete groups.

From among these parameters, the most

useful were depth, latency and discharge pattern,
tify unique cell types in the cortex.

The goal was to iden-

Cells were ranked by depth and by

latency for each of the discharge pattern sublcasses described in Table
3.2.

Histograms were obtained from these data.

Statistical tests for

differences in distribution, applied to both depth and latency data, are
summarized in Table 3.3.
Unitary extracellular potentials were recorded from 341 cells; 31%
were located within the superficial pyramidal cell layer,

(The SPG layer

lies between ZIPS and 200 y deep to ZIPS, or between zero and -200 ym
(7, 27).

The overall depth distribution (Fig. 3.2A) was positively

skewed with a median of -280 ym.

Latency also had a slightly positive

skewness as seen in the histogram of Figure 3.2B.
the total sample was 8 msec.

Median latency for

Broad categories of antidromically acti-

vated, non spontaneous synaptically activated, and spontaneously firing
neurons were found.

These were further divided according to more spe

cific discharge patterns observed on the oscilloscope (Table 3.2) and
will be individually considered below.

The largest single group was the

singly activated non-spontaneous (SAN-S) making up 62% of the total
neuronal sampling.

Figure 3.1A shows the relative sample size of each

subclass and their respective median depth.

Other results were:

anti

dromic (10%), multiple firing non-spontaneous (10%), singly activated
and/or inhibited spontaneous (12%), multiple firing spontaneous (4%),
independent spontaneous (2%).
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Table 3.2.
Class

Cell Classification by Firing Pattern

Subclass

Antidromic (A)

Non-spontaneous,
synaptically
activated

Spontaneous^-

Response to Stimulation of LOT

Antidromically activated
Singly activated,
non-spontaneous
(SAN-S)

Activated once, fires only in
response to stimulus

Multiple firing,
non-spontaneous
(MFN-S)

Multiple spikes elicited from
single LOT volley

Singly activated
and/or inhibited,
spontaneous
(SA/IS)

Spontaneous activity inter
rupted by either single spike
synchronized with the LOT
stimulus or inhibition of the
ongoing activity

Multiple firing,
spontaneous (MFS)

Spontaneous activity inter
rupted by multiple spike
response synchronized with the
stimulus

Independent,
spontaneous (IS)

Spontaneous firing uninter
rupted by stimulus applied to
LOT

-^•The three subclasses for spontaneously active cells were based on their
short term response (within 50 msec after the stimulus), These were
further .subdivided according to their long term discharge pattern as
revealed in the PSTHs.

/
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Singly Activated Non-spontaneous Cells

They found 76% of their total unit sampling
to be of the non-spontaneous type, with 89% of these discharging one or
at the most two spikes during the EPSP.

Approximately 72% in our sample

were non-spontaneous synaptically activated cells, 86.5% of which were
classified as the singly activated type (this value for the SAN-S type
may be lower than in Reference 7 because only cells with one spike were
included).

The distributions of the SAN-S cells by depth and latency

are shown in Figures 3.4A and B respectively.

The similarity between

relative packing density of cells sending their dendrites into the mole
cular layer (Fig. 4 of Stevens (78)) and the depth distribution for
SAN-S cells (Fig. 3.4A), with a median of -221 pm and mode of 100 pm,
strongly indicates that SAN-S cells are superficial pyramidal cells.

In

addition, the mode latency of 5 msec (Fig. 3.4B) is identical to that
for the superficial cells of Biedenbach and Stevens.

The dispersions

are different (compare Fig. 3.4B of this report with their Fig. 6),
partly because their distribution included the total cell sampling.
Xn sharp contrast with the antidromic cells, SAN—S units were
characterized by a single discharge variable latency in response to
slightly suprathreshold stimulation of the LOT (Fig. 3.5A-E).

A neuron

in the superficial layer (—100 pm) with a short latency of 2 msec is
shown in Fig. 3.5A.

Another neuron in the deeper layers (-593 pm) firing

during the downslope of the EPSP with a long latency of 20 msec, is shown
in 3B.

This comparison in itself does not imply a direct relationship
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between depth and latency.

For example, Figure 3.5D shows the threshold

response recorded intracellularly from a deep cell (-1340 pm) having a
latency of 12 msec.

The threshold intensity of the cells in Figure 3.5A

and B was 3 and 1 mA respectively for 10 ysec pulses.
Figure 3.5J shows the variability in latency by the dispersion
around a peak firing time in the PSTH and by the discrete steps in the
spike density integral.

This PSTH was developed from a neuron (cell C)

located relatively deep (-891 ym) in the cortex and having the lowest
threshold (1.2 mA/10 ysec) on the dorsal aspect of the posterior stimu
lating array.

Both the PSTH and photograph were obtained at a stimulus

level of 1.3 mA.

This cell was excitable from either anterior or poste-

rior arrays but with differing thresholds.
Early in the series, negative spikes were recorded from the majority
of units sampled, contrary to other reports (7, 35).

With more experi

ence, I saw a predominance in positive or positive-negative spikes and
initially negative potentials were most often inverted by careful manipulation of the exploring electrode.

Those cells which could not be

inverted had amplitudes on the order of .5 mV, implying that the elec
trode location was distant to the soma.

Negative spikes were recorded

from a superficial layer cell (Fig. 3.5E, depth = -232 ym) at a threshold
stimulus of .7 mA/10 ym on the ventral aspect of the anterior
array.
Spike amplitude of this cell was -.7 mV peak.

The neuron discharged with

a latency of 10 msec on the negative slope of the EPSP.

Negative spikes

were not limited to SAN-S types, as seen by the multiple spike pattern in
Figure 3.5F of a MFN-S cell.
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Multiple Firing Non-Spontaneous Cells
Multiple firing non-spontaneous synaptically activated cells made
up 9.7% of the sample.

Tliis is equivalent to a subset of 13.5% of the

non-spontaneous group.

These figures are comparable to that of

Biedenbach and Stevens (7).

Our multiple firing group is probably

larger than theirs since all non-spontaneous cells with more than a
single spike were included.
The deep cell (-1245 pm) of Figure 3.5G illustrates the multiplicity
of spikes elicited by a single stimulus (1.5X Threshold) directed to the
postero-ventral electrode on the LOT.
respond with such vigor.

Most of the MFN-S cells did not

Hie mean frequency over the 70 msec interval

between the first and last spikes was 128 spikes/sec.
occurred prior to the

The first spike

peak (35) and continued to discharge during both

tlie EPSP anci IPSP as described in earlier work. (7, 35).

The percentage

of cells firing during the second wave as opposed to those inhibited
during the same period was not investigated,

The long duration of activ-

ity (25 msec) with multiple discharge (11 spikes) at a high frequency of
400 spikes/sec was observed in another cell in the deep layer (-984 pm).
This cell also had the first spike before the A± peak (latency of 7 msec)
and the 11th occurring at the peak of the second wave.
interspike interval during the burst was 1.8 msec,

The minimum

Antero-dorsal and

postero-ventral electrodes activated the cell equally well at a low
threshold (.3 mA/10 psec).
There was a direct functional relationship between stimulus strength
and number of spikes generated in the MFN-S cells.

As the stimulus
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intensity was increased from 1.2X Threshold (.35 mA) to 3X Threshold for
the neuron in Figure 3.5H and I, the cell fired twice instead of once.
In the 400 spikes/sec cell previously mentioned, a series of 1, 4, and
8X Threshold stimulus intensities evoked 3, 6, and 7 spikes respectively
with corresponding frequencies of 200, 300, and 350 per second,

This

pattern was generally consistent x^ith increased stimulus.
The MFN-S cells were distributed in a bimodal fashion depthwise in
the PPG (Fig. 3.6A), with a mode of —500 ym and secondary mode at -100 ym.
The median was -550 ym which places these cells deep to the superficial
pyramidal cells.

The latency distribution shown in Figure 3.6B indicates

a bimodality with the prime mode at 13 msec and secondary mode at 7 msec.
Haberly (35) found multiple firing cells primarily in layer IV and scattered ones m layers II and III, with the latency a direct function of
cell depth.

Smce he measured latency as the time from the A, peak to

the first spike in the multiple discharge pattern, no direct comparisons
can be made with this data.

However, the deeper cells (-500 ym) had a

median latency (10 msec) whereas cells of the secondary mode (-100 ym)
had a shorter median latency (8.5 msec),
are shoxm in Figure 3.11.

Examples from two MFN-S cells

The response of one of these cells is shown

under two conditions, viz., 1 (A) and 2X (B) Threshold.

The cell was

excitable from either anterior or posterior electrode locations.

This

deep (-600 ym) cell had a threshold of 0.7 mA and latency of 12
msec to
the first spike.

The threshold response from a different cell driven

from the posterior electrode is shox^n in Figure 3.11C.

This cell had a

latency only 25% greater than cell A but was located twice as deep in the
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cortex.

The threshold, lowest at the postero-ventral electrode, was

1.0 mA for a 10 ysec pulse,

Both cells failed to fire at stimulus rates

greater than 3 pulses/sec.
singly Activated or Inhibited Spontaneously Firing Cel1s
SA/IS cells were principally located in the superficial cell layer
(median depth = -280 ym), and had a median latency of 8 ms ec.

The depth

and latency distributions (Fig. 3.4C and D respectively) did not signifi
cantly differ from the SAN-S cells (Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Mann-Whitney
Tests (82, 15)).

No attempt was made to determine correlation between

depth and latency for the apparent trimodality in the distributions
because of the small data base.

An example of the firing pattern for

this group of cells is shown in Figure 3.7A (depth = -215 yin).

The cell

was stimulated with a 2X Threshold pulse applied to the anterior elec
trode array.

It responded only once for each pulse,

discharge rate of the cell in B was 140/sec.
than the previous cell (-461 ym).

The spontaneous

This cell was found deeper

However, the threshold for both cells

was about 0.5 mA/10 ysec.
Two-thirds of the spontaneously active cells recorded were of the
SA/IS type with more than 95/0 of them having a discharge pattern of ini
tial activation followed by a variable inhibitory period and a recovery
to spontaneous discharge.

Biedenbach and Stevens (7) noted the direct

relationship between stimulus intensity and duration of the inhibitory
period for spontaneous cells influenced by the LOT volley,

Figure 3.8A-C

illustrates the pattern of the cells in the superficial layer that gave a
spontaneous-activated-inhibited-spontaneous (sais) discharge.

The
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sequence of events following the shock artifact is activation with variable latency, a period of silence (inhibition) and recovery to the spon~
taneous rate.

Recovery to spontaneous firing is better seen in the

cumulative density function.
increased firing frequency.

The gradually increasing slope indicates
The PSTH was generated from the cell of

Figure 3.7A at intensities of 0.3, 0.4, and 0.6 mA (10 psec pulse dura
tion) corresponding to 1 (A), 1.3 (B), and 2X (C) Threshold.

The silent

period between the cell activation and return to spontaneous activity was
estimated to be 160, 250, and 360 msec respectively, a nearly linear
relationship with stimulus intensity.

A second type of response, inhibi

tion without prior activation (sis), with a similar qualitative relation
ship between stimulus intensity and inhibitory period is shown in Figure
3.9A-C.

The threshold response for this cell (Fig. 3.9A) had an inhibi

tory period of 60 msec.

This period increased to 120 and 400 msec (Fig.

3.9B and C) at 1.3 and 2.7X Threshold intensities.

A third response

category, more complicated than above, involved rebound activation after
the inhibition (sirs).

The cell response is shown in Figure 3.10A-C.

The rebound is indicated by the increased density in the PSTH and corres
ponding steep slope following the plateau in the cumulative function.

In

this cell, stimulated at 1 (A), 2 (B), and 4X (C) Threshold, the inhibitory period lasted 50, 100, and 190 msec.

A fourth response pattern from

SA/IS cells was a sequence in which the spontaneous activity was not
immediately altered by the stimulus.

A short time after the stimulus,

inhibition occurred with a subsequent increase in firing rate (rebound)
and a gradual return to the spontaneous frequency (ssirs cell shown in
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Fig. 3.10E).

The PSTH of this example was obtained from a cell located

deep in the cortex (-1375 y).
region of the LOT.

It was stimulated from the antero—dorsal

The spontaneous discharge continued for 15 msec

after the LOT volley.

Responses from this whole group were usually

first detected over the audio monitor because of the conspicuous silence
during the inhibitory phase.
Firing Spontaneously Active Cells
One—fifth of the spontaneously active cells responded to the LOT
volley with multiple spikes as demonstrated in Figure 3.7C, D, and E.

In

C, the cell was stimulated at 1.2X Threshold (0.35 mA/10 ysec) while in
D the intensity was raised to 3X Threshold.

This multiple response was

similar to cells reported by Haberly with respect to the decreased number
of spikes with increased stimulus intensity,

The cell in Figure 3.7E was

located deep to the superficial layer at —454 ym.

The median depth for

the MFS cells was —461 ym with no significant difference when tested
against other cell depth distributions (Table 3.3).

An example of a cell

having a multiple discharge-inhibition-rebound-spontaneous (sairs) pat
tern is shown in Figure 3.10D for a deep MFS cell (-867 ym).

All MFS

cells had some form of inhibition following the initial multi-spike
activity.

further generalizati.ons could be made because of the small

number of these cells and even fewer PSTHs were taken.

The PSTH routine

was not operational until about half way through these experiments.

Tills

was probably a biasing factor against recording from spontaneous cells in
general.
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Independent Spontaneously Active Cells
There are many more independent spontaneously active cells than the
small number shown in our records because they were usually ignored in
the early experiments.

Their depth distribution was significantly dif

ferent from any other group (K-S test, Table 3,3).

An intracellular

recording of an IS cell located at -200 pm is shown as an example in
Figure 3.7F.

Thirty mV spikes occurred at a frequency of 40/sec.

The

interspike-interval histogram for another cell that was deeper in the
cortex (-919 pro.) is shown in Figure 3.8D.

This cell had a mode interval

of about 50 msec or a frequency of 20/sec.
Antidromic.ally Activated Cel 1 s
The criteria for identifying antidromically driven neurons in the
PPG were 1) the ability of the cells to follow high frequency stimulation
(—

pulses per second) and 2) the maintenance of constant latency at

threshold or slightly suprathreshold levels,

Generally, antidromic cells

were located close to ZIPS and had a very short latency as indicated by
the median depth of -214 pm and median latency of 1.7 msec.

They also

had a very focal stimulus site restricted to the anterior LOT.

In com

parison, the stimulus site for synaptically activated cells was not confined to the anterior array nor to a focal point on the LOT.

Antidromi

cally driven cells were less stable in recording time than synaptically
driven neurons.
Figure 3.3 illustrates some of the firing patterns of antidromic
cells.

The oscilloscope record in Figure 3.3A is from a spontaneously

active, short latency (0.8 msec), low threshold (0.2 mA, 20 psec pulse),
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high following frequency (150/sec) cell.

It responded with a highly

focal stimulus site on the antero-dorsal aspect of the LOT.

This cell

was located 266 pm superficial to ZIPS and had a spontaneous discharge
rate of about 10 spikes/sec.

The PSTH for this cell (Fig. 3.3C) shows

that it discharged synchronously with the stimulus and had a subsequent
inhibition lasting about 200 msec.

Superimposed traces at 50/sec are

shown for two short latency antidromic cells (1.7 and 2.5 msec, Fig. 3.3B
and E respectively) which could be driven up to 200 pulses/sec.
thresholds were 7 and 9 mA (10 psec pulses) respectively,
relatively high in comparison to other antidromic neurons.

Their

This was
The

oscillo-

scope tracing from two other examples are shown in Figure 3.3F and G.
These cells had longer latencies of 13 and 30 msec respectively with cell
F firing during the decline of the EPSP and cell G during the IPSP.
Interestingly, the cell with the shorter latency was located deeper than
the superficial pyramidal cells while the other was within the SPG layer.
Cell G had a low following frequency because of its long latency,

Notice

the short latency orthodromically activated cell in F, having a large
time-jitter, discharging occasionally at the 50/sec stimulus rate.

Hie

highly synchronous, non-spontaneous firing of this antidromic cell is
illustrated by the PSTH and cumulative density plot (Fig. 3.3D).
The majority of the antidromic cells (55%) had a latency of less
than 2 msec with the distribution highly skewed as seen in Figure 3.ID.
The short latency corresponds with results obtained from stimulation of
the ipsilateral anterior commissure or the subcortical efferent fibers of
the PPG in the opposum (35).

Most of the cells were clustered in the
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superficial cell layer with 26% between ZIPS and -200 yra.

There was no

detectable correlation between latency and depth.

DISCUSSION
Two differences in methods from that of others (7, 27, 35) may
account for cell firing patterns not found in their single unit work.
First is the method of tract stimulation.

Previous workers used a fixed

stimulus site whereas we rapidly directed the stimulus to either the
anterior or the posterior aspects of the LOT.
sites across the tract width were also used.
ther in conjunction with antidromic cells.

Permutations of stimulus
This will be discussed fur-

The second factor is the use

of PSTHs to follow the long-term response to tract volleys,

Freeman (27)

used PSTHs but his study was aimed at the relatively short-term response
(about 150 msec following the stimulus) coincident with the cortical
evoked potential.

In our study, PSTHs for spontaneous cells covered

longer periods (up to 800 msec) following the tract volley,

In this way,

the various patterns during the recovery phase after inhibition were
demonstrated.
Spontaneously Active Cells
Sampling validity for the SA/IS cell population was tested for 13
animals having sufficient data (i.e., at least nine cells sampled from
each animal).

The total number of cells for each animal was paired with

the number of spontaneously active cells for that animal.

The correla

tion coefficient for the 13 pairs was 0.573 with a Z statistic of 2.06, a
significant value (0.5 level).

The conclusion drawn is that the sponta

neously active cell population was equally sampled across the 13 animals.
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PSTHs were obtained from 37 cells, 65% (23) of which were the sais
type (Fig. 3.8A-C).

The others were scattered among nine categories,

four of which are not illustrated.

The small numbers raise the question

of their being possible variants of the sais type.

Suppose that all

spontaneous cells are deep intrinsic cells inhibited, by their neighbors
in the same layer.

Their initial activation would arise from the excited

SPC axon collaterals and subsequent inhibition would result from synaptic
connections with neighboring intrinsic cells (8, 35, 27).

If the SPC

originating this sequence has a higher threshold than its neighbors, the
deep spontaneously active cell would fail to have prior excitation but
would still be inhibited by other intrinsic cells and the result would be
an sis type of PSTH.

Further speculation is not useful at this time with

out anatomical data from specific cells whose activities have been re
corded.
Centrifugal Fibers and Antidromic Cells
Electrophysiological evidence for centrifugal fibers in the LOT was
presented in a short communication (94).

Data showing centrifugal LOT

activation of middle PPC neurons were given,

I will discuss some of the

evidence in greater detail.
Antidromicity was established by the following observations:

1)

high following frequency, 2) constant latency for threshold stimuli, 3)
very short latency and 4) sharp threshold profile.

1) The following

frequencies for antidromic cells ranged from 50 to 200/sec using thresh
old stimuli; this clearly distinguished them from synaptically activated
cells, whose values ranged from 2 to 25/sec.

2) Great care was exercised
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in distinguishing between constant latency for threshold stimuli and
that for high intensity stimuli, since at high intensities synaptically
activated cells also show constant latency.

The distinction between high

and threshold intensity stimuli was also observed in checking following
frequencies.

Criteria (1) and (2) were used by Nicoll (57) and Haberly

(35) in their work showing antidromic activation of olfactory neurons.
The latency distribution for our antidromic cells was significantly
different from all other cell types (see Table 3.3), with a median of
1.7 msec as compared to 8 msec for the next closest cell type,

In it-

self, the short latency of 1.7 msec does not rule out the possibility of
a tight synapse with a delay of .5 msec.

The minimum and maximum dis

tances between stimulating electrode and recording window were 3.9 and
7.5 mm respectively.

Assuming a distance of 6 mm and an average conduc

tion velocity of 6 m/sec, the conduction time, plus synaptic delay would
be 1.5 msec.

While Haberly did not find PPG cells to be antidromically

driven by L01 stimulation, consideration of short latency as evidence for
antidromicity is predicated upon his work.

He demonstrated antidromicity

in the opossum by stimulation of the anterior commissure and the subcor
tical efferent fibers.
dromic PPG neurons.

Latencies of about 2 msec were obtained for anti

Direct comparison of his results with ours cannot be

mcide because of presumed differences in fiber population, conduction dis
tance and animal, but the similarities in opossum and cat LOT conduction
velocities provide some reasonable basis for our comparison.

As stated

earlier, velocities of 7 m/sec and 5 to 8 m/sec have been reported for
opossum and cat respectively.
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In accord with the principle of convergence and divergence, we can
rationalize the threshold profile for antidromic activation.

Assuming

that centrifugal axons diverge through collaterals leaving the tract as
the centripetal fibers do, we would still anticipate a selective thresh
old profile because of the diameter difference between collaterals and
mainline axons.

This was demonstrated in terms of conduction velocity

differences measured by Haberly.

Action potentials traveled at 7 m/sec.

1.6 m/sec and 0.8 m/sec in mainline axons, collaterals innervating dorsolateral PPG areas, and collaterals entering the underlying cortex, respectively.

Convergence does not enter into the picture looking back

towards the cell of origin since morphologically cells in the PPC do not
have multiple axons.
The question of whether or not the assumed antidromic spikes were
axonal action potentials must be considered,
original claim of antidromicity were:
quency and 2) recording depth.

Results supporting the

1) limited high following fre-

First, while antidromically activated

cells can fire up to 200/sec, the tract action potential was present and
unchanged at stimulus frequencies up to 1000/sec.

Haberly (35) reported

relative refractoriness at 5 msec for paired antidromic shocks, which
implies that rates up to 200/sec would be the maximum for antidromic
activation at threshold.

Secondly, most of the antidromic cells were

found in layer II at a median depth of -214 ym.

This places them in the

general locality where Heimer (38) found evidence for the possible source
of the centrifugal axon among small superficial pyramidal cells.

These

two points strongly imply that we were recording antidromically activated
spikes and not axonal action potentials.
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Probably the key factor which enabled us to record from antidromic
neurons was the ability to scan the LOT rapidly with different electrode
pairs on the stimulating array while simultaneously probing for cortical
neurons •

Antidromically activated neurons were generally hard to record

from over an extended period of time and their axon specificity necessi
tated rapid scanning to maximize the probability of locating and record
ing from these cells.

Speed and diligence were maintained by having,

three investigators, one to operate the microdrive and concentrate on the
audiovisual presentation, a second to operate the stimulator and record
ing instrumentation, and the third to make notes and operate the digital
computer for online data.

A less critical factor was the ability to

rapidly switch the stimulator from a variable frequency mode to fixed
values of 50 or 100 pulses/sec.

This enabled the operator to make a

quick test of following frequency (without having to turn a potentiometer) or to potentiate the cortex with a short high frequency burst.
Occasionally an antidromic cell could be potentiated and thereby emerge
from a background of small spikes.
Future Research
A feasible approach to the study of functional organization is to
combine proven neurohistological staining methods with electrophysiological recording techniques.

Intracellular staining would permit 1) the

correlation of morphological constructs of single units with their elec
trical activity and 2) the compilation of a more accurate internal logic
schema for the PPG.

For example, procion yellow, a stain which has been

successfully injected into vertebrate cerebellar neurons (51), could be
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used to show the direction of the processes of antidromic cells.
Freeman (28) showed that bulbar axons modulate the spontaneous activity
of PPG neurons with a "bias1' potential.

It may be that the cortex con

trols its own level of activity, by changing the "bias,” through centri
fugal axons.

Staining of the antidromic cells might reveal this sort of

interprocessor communication.
There is a need for some means of classifying cells according to
combinations of both anatomical and physiological parameters,

These

might include depth, latency, discharge pattern, synaptic configuration
and threshold.

A computer program utilizing pattern recognition tech-

niques would be required.

Since a priority scale for parameters is not

known, flexibility to add, to delete, or to weight parameters would be
required.

There are at least two uses for a sophisticated cell classi

fication scheme.

1) Topographical organizational patterns not detectable

by focal stimulation and visual observation, may emerge.

2) Pertubations

in discharge patterns produced by natural or artificial stimuli such as
OQors, cooling, anesthetics and sleep—wake states may be detected as
shifts into different classifications,
may be of functional significance.

The direction of these changes

The discussion thus far indicates the

importance of being able to classify discharge patterns and to detect
changes in them.

Perhaps what is most urgently needed is a pattern

recognition and classification scheme for cell spike activity.
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SUMMARY
Poststimulus time histograms were used to characterize the long
term (up to 800 msec following the LOT volley) discharge pattern of
spontaneously active cells.
bition were seen.

Several patterns of activation and/or inhi

Following inhibition, return to the spontaneous rate

was either gradual or had a rebound increase before stabilizing,

The

period of inhibition was functionally proportional to the stimulus intensity.

A few of the spontaneously active cells deep in the cortex could

not be driven by tract stimulation.
Evidence for centrifugal axons arising from PPG neurons involved
antidromic activation of the cortical cells by peduncular LOT volleys.
Antidromic cells followed stimulus rates exceeding 50 pulses/sec at
intensities slightly above threshold while synaptically driven cells
generally could not be driven at rates above 5 pulses/sec.

Other evi-

dences were nearly constant latency and sharp threshold profiles,

Anti-

dromic cells had a significantly shorter latency than all other cell
types.

Further, they were found among the superficial pyramidal cells.

This finding raises the possibility of cortical control of peripheral
processing in the olfactory system.
No additions or modifications to wiring diagrams derived by others
are suggested at this time.

It is proposed that the use of intracellular

staining together with electrophysiological recording techniques would
aid in clarifying the functional aspects of cortical organization.
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Figure 3.5.

Slightly suprathreshold responses of orthodromically acti—
vaied non-spontaneous cells. Note the jitter in latency in contrast
with the constancy in antidromic activation. A-C: cells activated with
latencies varying from 2 to 20 msec, Cell A was located in the plexiform layer while that in B was below the superficial pyramidal cell
layer. Cell C was deeper than B but had a shorter latency. D:
intracellular recording of a very deep cell (-1340 ym). E, F: negative
spikes from two long latency cells. G: multiple discharge in response
o 1.5 times threshold stimulus intensity. Average rate was 128 spikes
per second. H, I. change from single to double spike discharge at 1.2
and 3X Threshold respectively. J: PSTH of cell C showing variable
latency.
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Figure 3.7. A-F: responses of spontaneously active cells to stimulation
of the lateral olfactory tract, A: single activated cell from the superficial pyramidal cell layer, B: spontaneous discharge of a cell deep to
the SPCs. C, D: response of a multiple firing cell at 1.2 and 3X Thresh
old respectively for a cell superficial to the SPC layer. E: response
from a multiple discharge cell deep to the SPCs (-454 ym) . F: intracellular record from a cell unaffected by tract volleys. G: changes in
evoked potential with nembutal. 1) Before supplementary dose given.
2) Two minutes after supplementary dose showing change in evoked poten
tial without change in action potential, H: effect of anoxia on the
action potential, 1) Before anoxia started. 2) 4.5 minutes after anoxia
initiated. 3) Decline in both action and cortical potentials after about
6 minutes.
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Figure 3.8. A-C: graded inhibition in spontaneously active cells
initially excited and subsequently inhibited by tract stimulation at
1, 1.3 and 2X Threshold respectively shown by PSTHs and cumulative
density functions. Note the progressive lengthening of the inhibitory period. D: PSTH from an independent cell with mode of 50 msec
between spikes.
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Figure 3.9. A-C: progressive inhibitory period in spontaneously active
cell inhibited by progressively increasing tract stimulation. D: PSTH
of a cell showing continued spontaneity with latent inhibition upon tract
stimulation coinciding with the single tall peak.
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Figure 3.10. Spontaneously active cells showing a rebound in discharge
rate following a period of inhibition. A-C: cell inhibited without
prior excitation, with progressive inhibition and rebound with increas
ing stimulus intensities of 1, 2, and 3X Threshold respectively. D:
a cell initially activated by tract volleys, with subsequent inhibition
and rebound. E: PSTH for a cell initially undisturbed by tract stimu
lation.
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Figure 3.11. Poststimulus time histograms and running integrals for
multiple firing non-spontaneous cells showing multimodal peaks.
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The purpose of this chapter is to provide a more comprehensive
literature review than is appropriate in a journal report,

This pro-

vides a broader base for understanding the contents of chapters II and
III of this dissertation.

A.

The Lateral Olfactory Tract

Origin of the lateral olfactory tract axons
The lateral olfactory tract (LOT) is a major transmission link
between the olfactory bulb (OB) and its projection to secondary struc
tures in the system such as the pyriform cortex, olfactory tubercle,
entorhinal cortex and periamygdaloid cortex.

The cat LOT is a broad

band of white fibers emerging from the bulb on the ventrolateral surface
of the basal forebrain.

It runs over part of the prepyriform cortex

(PPG) and narrows as it travels posteroventrally toward the temporal
lobe, terminating in the periamygdaloid region.

Axon degeneration tech

niques of Cajal (11), Allison (2), Valverde (83) and Johnson (46) have
demonstrated that mitral cell axons (in rats, rabbits and guinea pigs)
make up the centripetal fiber population of the LOT.

Degeneration

studies carried out by other anatomists in rabbits and guinea pigs (53,
52) give evidence for the contribution of tufted cell axons in the LOT.
In an electrophysiological study, Nicoll (57) obtained evidence indicat
ing the presence of both mitral and tufted cell axons in the rabbit LOT.
Recording the latency of antidromically activated bulbar neurons to
tract stimulation, he observed short (1.0 to 3.5 msec) and long (4.5 to
32.5 msec) latency populations.

The short latency responses were located
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in the mitral cell layer as identified by the turnover point of the
field potential.

The long latency neurons were found in the external

plexiform layer and presumed to be tufted cells which have smaller axons
and somata than mitral cells.
Tract topography
Is there a punctate distribution of bulbar axons to pyriform corti
cal neurons?

Stating it another way, is the LOT like a multiconductor

Ccfblei connect-ing some data acquisition system with a processor of some
sort?

The answer depends on the region of the LOT in question.
No areal localization of degeneration was found in either the LOT

or PPG following discrete bulbar lesions in the rat (69, 87).

In the

rabbit, lesions confined to the dorsal aspect of the bulb produced wide
spread degeneration in the area of distribution of the LOT with some
localized degeneration in the dorsal and lateral regions of the peduncle
(53).

Stevens (78) described LOT axons distributing collateral fibers

in their rostro-caudal pathway,
ficial PPG neurons in the cat.

Each LOT axon synapses with many superPrice (67) followed the distribution of

tritiated leucine by autoradiography and found low levels of label in
all parts of the PPG with no apparent consistent distribution pattern
using various discrete injection sites in the bulb of the rat.

In a

later study, Price and Sprich (70) found some hint of localization of
bulbar axons in immediate retrobulbar sites of the tract.

More caudally,

considerable intermingling of labeled axons from two different injection
sites was seen.

The anatomical data indicate a somewhat organized
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projection of bulbar axons onto the most rostral border of the tract
with loss of identification caudally.
Shepherd and Haberly (75) studied the topographical relation
between bulb and LOT in the opossum by contour mapping of the evoked
response to focal stimuli applied to either structure while recording in
the other.

They reported an orderly topographical relationship between

bulb and tract but in Figure 2 of their paper, there is a noticeable
overlap in the contours at the more posterior regions of the tract indi
eating a mixing of axons from different bulbar regions,

In the anterior

region, the bulb to tract projection is dorsal-dorsal, lateral-middle
and ventral-ventral.

The dorso-medial region of the bulb unfolds onto

the most dorsal edge of the tract and the ventro-medial projects to the
ventral tract.

The ovoid layer of bulbar axons appears to be unzipped

at the medial aspect, projecting from a three-dimensional onto a twodimensional surface in an orderly fashion.

In the ferret, Dennis and

Kerr (20) found virtually no evidence for an orderly topographical
relationship between bulb and olfactory cortex except when tract stimu
lation was directed immediately adjacent to the bulb.
Both anatomical and electrophysiological results seem consistent
with results from a single unit study in rats.

Haberly (34) pulsed a

purified and humidified air stream through the nasal cavity with
various odor stimuli including rat food, camphor, geraniol and butanol
while recording the activity of single neurons in the PPG.

Changes in

firing rate of 21 neurons with unequivocal responses were plotted to
show the degree of stimulation.

His results showed only slight response
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specificity to the various odors, in contrast with the high specificity
of bulbar neurons.

These observations indicate some smearing effect

between the bulb and PPG.
Lateral olfactory tract collaterals
The seemingly disorganized relationship between bulbar neurons and
tract axons is accompanied by parallel innervation of cortical neurons
through axon collaterals, to further complicate the topographical link
between bulbar and PPG neurons.

The large LOT axons do not leave the

tract (70) but innervate the underlying cortical cells by collaterals
penetrating into the plexiform layer and forming arborizations (11).
The dorsolateral aspects of the PPG, PP^^ of Kerr and Dennis (48), are
innervated by small collaterals leaving the dorsolateral margin of the
tract proper (70).

Haberly (36) noted that initial activation of PPG

neurons by LOT volleys was by different groups of fibers,

The cortex

underlying the tract (PP2^ was activated by rapidly conducting axons,
whereas the dorsolateral PPG (PP^) was activated by a slower wave.
Stevens (78) reporting on histological work on the cat, showed that many
collaterals branch from a single axon along its rostro-caudal trajectory,
an indication of parallel coupling between one bulbar neuron and several
PPG neurons.
Lateral olfactory tract termination in the prepyriform cortex
Anatomic studies of the cat, rat and guinea pig olfactory brain
have revealed that most LOT axon collaterals terminate in layer lb (11,
12, 56, 55, 52, 65, 69, 78) and form axo~dendritic synapses with apical
dendrites of superficial pyramidal cells (11, 12, 52, 55, 86).

Some
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investigators place the termination more superficially in layer la
rather than lb (14, 87).

Results from autoradiographic work also indi

cate la as the terminal point for the LOT collaterals (67, 70).

There

are indications of deeper penetration by some collaterals as reported by
Westrum (86) who observed few degenerating myelinated axons in the
deep plexiform layer (probably IV) in rat cortex under electron microscopy seven days after bulb removal.

Others have seen many degenerating

fibers with terminal and near terminal degeneration in layer II (38, 69,
87).
Centrifugal fibers
The question of the existence of centrifugal fibers in the LOT go
ing from PPG to LOT has not been unequivocally answered.

Cajal (11)

observed thick and thin centrifugal fibers to the bulb in cat and rabbit,
the thin being from the anterior commissure.

The origin of the sparse

population of thicker fibers was unknown but he conjectured that they
were from the "sphenoidal ganglion" (PPC) and other cortical areas.
Careful sectioning of the rat LOT at the anterior level of the olfactory
tubercle without damage to the tubercle or to the anterior commissure
results in complete degeneration caudal to the lesion and comparatively
few degeneration fragments rostral to it (65) .

Tract lesions posterior

to the PPC do not produce degeneration rostral to the site.

The conclu

sion reached by the authors was that axons from the PPC travel forward
but not caudally in the LOT.

Other studies by degeneration techniques

indicate the existence of centrifugal LOT fibers (4, 17, 64).

Also,

Guevara-Aguilar, et al. (33) showed by an electrophysiological study
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that bulbopetal fibers are present in cat LOT.

They stimulated the

reticular formation and found that LOT lesions suppressed bulbar evoked
potentials whereas PPG ablation did not.

This just indicates that the

PPG is not part of the reticular formation efferent pathway to the bulb
although some of the fibers travel in the LOT.

They found the tubercle

to be the final common path for the reticular formation-bulbar link.
A study demonstrating a possible source of centrifugal fibers
within the rat PPG was carried out by Heimer (38).

Degeneration of

bulbopetal fibers was seen to extend into the bulb after lesions in the
PPG.

PPG areas thought to be the most likely source of centrifugal

fibers corresponded to the area in which heavy silver staining of cer
tain cells in the most superficial cell layer occurred following bulbar
lesions.

Careful microscopic examination revealed signs of retrograde

degeneration in these cells, suggesting that they may be a source of LOT
centrifugal axons.
The difficulty of making positive statements about the lack of
centrifugal LOT axons is verified in the literature.

Two months after

tract transection in the rabbit, Allison (2) observed heavy degeneration
caudal to the lesion and nearly all the fibers intact rostrally.

With

an anterior commissure lesion, partial degeneration occurred on both
sides.

He concluded, "it is probable that the great majority (if not

all) of the fibers in the olfactory tract are centrally directed."

In

the cat, Kerr and Hagbarth (47) found that electrical stimulation of
either the anterior commissure or LOT at 5 to 10 pulses/sec resulted in
augmentation of the intrinsic bulbar electrical activity.

Anterior
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commissure stimulation at 50 to 100/sec depressed the ongoing activity
while LOT stimulation at 100/sec produced only a transient response with
no continuing effect, either depression or enhancement,

The authors

concluded that there are no centrifugal fibers in the tract,

Single

unit studies of PPG neuron response to LOT stimulation have been nega
tive in that no cells were antidromically activated (7, 8, 35).

However,

Haberly (35) was able to activate PPG neurons antidromically by stimu
lating either the anterior commissure or the subcortical efferent fibers.
Lateral olfactory tract action potential
Electrical recordings on or near the LOT show a brief, short
latency di- or triphasic, initially positive wave preceding the cortical
evoked response to tract stimulation (7, 26, 72, 78, 97).

This "direct

conduction spike" (84), "fast negative spike" (23), or "t wave"(7) is
the LOT action potential.

The action potential is more resistant to

anoxia and anesthetics than the evoked potential (7, 23, 26, 71), fol
lows high frequency stimulation without changing shape or amplitude (7,
26), has a short absolute refractory period of about one msec (84), and
is maximal over the tract (26, 97).

Freeman (26) observed that the

action potential can be blocked by a lesion or by the action of procaine
on the LOT, has the same threshold as the evoked potential, exhibits
progressive decrement caudally over the tract and has no mirror image or
turnover point within the cortical depths.

The conduction velocity is

5 to 10 m/sec in the cat (92, 33, 48), 7 m/sec in the opossum (35) and
12 m/sec in isolated guinea pig cortical slices (97).
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Action potential reconstruct!on
On the basis of the study of oscillographic recordings and theo
retical and experimental observations on electrical properties of whole
nerves, Gasser and Erlanger (30) developed a method for graphical recon
struction of the nerve action potential.

They related the anatomical

substrate of fiber diameter distribution (the outside diameter including
the myelin sheath, in contrast to axon diameter) to the shape of the
action potential under the premise that the recorded potential reflects
the sum of contributions of unit potentials from individual fibers making
up the nerve trunk.

The data base consisted of the myelinated, fiber

diameter distribution of various nerves in the frog and three electrical
parameters defining the unit potential, namely conduction velocity,
amplitude and duration.
Assuming a cable model, Gasser and Erlanger (30) reasoned that the
conduction velocity would be inversely proportional to the product of
capacitance and resistance of the nerve.

The capacitance C would be

proportional to l/(ln(d/D)) where d is the axon diameter and D, the
fiber diameter.

Since d/D was shown to remain constant for all diam

eters (21), they concluded that capacitance is independent of diameter.
The resistance per unit length is determined by the axoplasm and thus is
inversely related to the cross-sectional area of the axon to diameter
squared.

The result was that they first used velocity (v) proportional

2
to D , but their early empirical results indicated a better fit with v
proportional to D.

Gasser and Grundfest (31) discovered a non-linear

velocity-fiber diameter relationship for cat and rabbit saphenous and
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phrenic nerves and noted that d/D is not constant, especially for D
values below 8 microns.

Velocity-axon diameter relationships are more

nearly linear and subsequent reconstructions using axon diameter distributions were better than those for fiber diameter.

Tapp (80) found this

to be true for fish optic nerves also and showed that d/D is not constant
although the myelin thickness to fiber diameter ratio had a mode at 0.25
corresponding to 0.67 for d/D.

Solutions of the Frankenhaeuser-Huxley

equations (25) foi simulating myelinated nerve fibers indicate a linear
velocity-fiber diameter relationship with constant d/D and an internodal
length L proportional to D (32).

Under conditions of constant L or con

stant myelin thickness, the relationship is non-linear.

Computed values

of velocity are maximized for d/D between 0.6 and 0.7 (76).

Rushton

(73) calculated the theoretical optimum ratio to be 0.6 (e_1^2) from a
different model.

On the other hand, Hursh's (45) data from cat and

kitten myelinated fibers led him to conclude that velocity is proportional to diameter with a slope of 6 m/sec/micron (the Hursh factor) and
that D/L is also constant for fibers ranging from 2 to 20 microns.
Rushton showed from his model that L/D varies only 5% for d/D values
ranging from 0.47 to 0.74.

His model showed that velocity is propor-

tional to L rather than D.

He argued that experimental evidence was

weighted in favor of a linear relationship between velocity and fiber
diameter (D) rather than linearity between velocity and axon diameter
(d).
Unit action potential amplitude was postulated to be the resultant
axoplasmic current and thus a function of cross-sectional area or D 2
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(30, 73).

Empirically it was later found that amplitude proportional to

D yielded more realistic geometric reconstructions (9, 30, 31).
arithmetic method, Landau, et al. (49) found

In an

to give a better fit.

The contribution of fibers within a diameter group was assumed to be
proportional to the number contained in that group.
Gasser and Erlanger (30) arbitrarily chose a triangle to represent
the shape of the unit action potential and determined from experimental
oscillographic records that the duration for all fibers remained con
stant independent of diameter.

Paintal (61) refuted this position on

the basis of more careful measurements on cat saphenous and vagal unit
potentials.

He agreed that at 37.1

C, there is a large scatter ranging

between 0.4 and 0.5 msec duration (31) for the saphenous nerve, but con
cluded that when measurements are carried out to 2 or 3 decimal places,
there is an inverse duration-velocity relationship (which was fitted by
eye) .

His graph covered velocities ranging from 10 to 80 m/sec.

Gasser

and Erlanger assumed a crest time of .2 msec and total duration of .6
msec for mammalian A fibers, and .3 msec and .9 msec respectively for
frog fibers.
An additional assumption of constant velocity over the entire
length of the nerve was incorporated. The Hursh factor of 6 m/sec/micron
was used to calculate the conduction latency required for each diameter
group for a given distance between stimulating and recording electrodes.
The rising edges of the triangles were placed on the time axis according
to the calculated latency, and reconstruction was completed by graphical
summation of the amplitude contributed from each fiber diameter group.
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Landau, et al. (49) developed a much simpler arithmetic method
based on the same principles.
the mammalian A fibers.

They used a crest time of .12 msec for

The contribution of each fiber class interval

was the product of the number of fibers in the group and the mean diam3
eter cubed (ND ). The abscissa was the reciprocal of these diameters.
The time scale on the abscissa was placed such that the first peak of
the recorded potential coincided with the first ND^ peak. The use of
3
ND was empirically justified by the implication that the additional D
factor accounted for the contribution of neighboring fiber diameter
?
groups to the basic ND function. Favorable reconstructions were ob
tained using Gasser and Erlanger’s and Gasser and Grundfest’s (31)
original data as well as data from the cat optic nerve.

Others have

used this method with equal success (80, 59) on optic nerves of fish and
duck.

This method precludes the necessity of calculating conduction

velocities and distances.
Freeman (29) developed a mathematical model including spatial diver
gence and temporal dispersion for the primary olfactory nerve of the cat.
He used points from a recorded action potential for the basic unit waveform and fitted a normal distribution function to the axon diameter
histogram to determine a distribution for expected arrival times (laten
cies) to account for temporal dispersion, similar to the method of
Gasser and Erlanger.

Freeman assumed a linear velocity—diameter rela

tionship for the small primary olfactory nerve unmyelinated fibers.
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Strength-duration relationship
Excitation of nervous tissue with constant current rectangular
pulses is dependent on two stimulus parameters, the duration and the
intensity.

The classical function relating the threshold intensity I

with the pulse duration t is
1 =
where I Rh»

- e-t/T>

(4.1)

rheobase, is the threshold level for a step function

stimulus (or t very large) and t represents the membrane time constant.
Another parameter, chronaxie, is the duration required for an intensity
1 = 2x1

Rh*

Equation 4.1 does not account for accommodation, current-voltage
nonlinearity in the membrane and excitation time (39, 58) but fits well
for short duration stimuli.
old as a function of time.

Accommodation is an increase in the thresh
Its effect is demonstrated by using a slowly

increasing ramp function stimulus.

No matter how long the stimulus is

left on, the threshold continually increases and no action potential can
result.

Hill (39) maintained the original t (k in his model) and added

a second constant A for the rate of accommodation.

Hill’s model reduces

to the classical one when A is infinite (equivalent to no accommodation).
By manipulating A he showed that the effect of accommodation is to make
the observed chronaxie shorter than the actual value should be.
Noble and Stein (58) solved the Hodgkin-Huxley (40) membrane equations to derive strength-duration curves for uniformly polarized membranes and excitable cables stimulated at a single point, much as nerves
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are normally excited.

They studied the effects of accommodation,

current-voltage non-linearities and activation time on the strengthduration curve.

Their conclusion was that Hill’s equation adequately

describes the curve for point polarized cables because charge redistri
bution causes an increase in threshold much as accommodation does,

The

continued use of Lapicque’s equation (50; equation 4.1) probably stems
from the ease of calculating t as opposed to finding k and A of Hill’s
equation.
The strength-latency relationship has been used to measure the
excitation time constant of spinal motoneurons (24, 16) and hippocampal
neurons (77) activated intracellularly with microele'ctrodes.

A long

pulse of fixed duration is used and the latency to spike activation is
measured at various intensities.

The data are plotted like a strength-

duration curve with latency instead of duration on the abscissa.
tion 4.1 is used to fit the curve to the points,

Equa

This method is used

for intracellular work since it is very difficult to keep the electrode
in the cell long enough to complete a series of threshold measurements.
A tabulation of time constants for various excitable tissues is
given in Table 4.1 for comparison purposes,

Spencer and Kandel (77)

noted that the longer time constant for intracellular measurements
results from the spread of current into the dendrites,

Spinal moto-

neurons and interneurons do not have the unusually long time constant as
observed in the hippocampal cells, possibly because of differences in
the dendritic tree.
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B.

The Prepyriforra Cortex

Evoked potential nomenclature and general characteristics
Stimulation of the LOT with electrical pulses evokes an initially
surface negative damped sinusoidal response in the PPG.

Fox, et al.

(23), called the initial peak the "negative, spike-like wave."

Ward (84)

and Yamamoto, et al. (97) named the evoked response the "X-response" and
"N-wave" respectively.

The initial surface negative and subsequent posi

tive peaks were called the "first" and "second" waves by Biedenbach and
Stevens (7) and "period 1" and "period 2" by Haberly (36).

Often two

pectks separated by a "dicrotic notch" (27) are present during period 1,
and these have been named the A

1

and B^ peaks by Haberly.

For weak

suprathreshoid stimuli, the evoked potential is oscillatory (26) but is
increasingly damped by increased stimulus intensity until only a biphasic
wave is obtained.
The evoked potential waveform is depth dependent,

The amplitude

gradually declines as the recording electrode is advanced from the PPC
surface toward the cortical depths in a trajectory normal to the surface.
The amplitude declines until a zero potential surface is reached and
further advancement beyond this turnover point results in a polarity
reversal or mirror image which gradually increases in amplitude as the
electrode is advanced even more (26, 7, 36, 23, 84, 72).

Fox, et al.

(23), and Freeman (26) placed the turnover or zero isopotential point
near the junction of layers lb and II.

Using fast green dye markers,

Biedenbach and Stevens (6) determined the turnover point for both waves
in the cat.

They reported a figure of 196 ym (SE = 16 ym) above the
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superficial border of layer II for the first wave and 181 ym (SE = 24 yiri)
for the second wave.

The turnover point for the second wave was not

significantly different from the first.

Haberly (36) noticed a shift in

the turnover point, dependent on conditions at the PPG surface.

There

was a shift from the border of layers lb and II to the center of lb when
the solution used to prevent surface drying was changed from mineral oil
to Locke’s.

Richards and Sercombe (72) found the turnover point at

320 y from the surface in guinea pig cortical slices in vitro.

Their

plots of depth vs. evoked potential amplitude were limited to just
beyond the turnover point because of the limited tissue slice thickness
in their in vitro preparation.

Haberly and Shepherd (37) made complete

depth-amplitude profiles for several evoked potential time periods in
the opossum PPG.

The inverted

peak is maximal between layers III and

IV with a gradual decline at greater depths.

In the cat. Freeman found

the maximal inverse image amplitude at 1 to 1.5 mm deep to the surface
which places it deep in layer III or in IV according to the measurements
given by Stevens (78).
Alternation and posttetanic potentiation (PTP) are some other
characteristics of the evoked potential.

Alternation is the amplitude

difference in alternate evoked responses with repetitive stimulation—in
other words, every other evoked potential has a lower amplitude,

MacLean,

et al. (54), found alternation occurring over a broad range of 6 to 110
pps in the rabbit, opossum and monkey.

However, Haberly (36) found it

to occur over a narrow range centered around 15/sec in the opossum.
attributed alternation to the absence of the B- peak in the alternate
1

He
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higher amplitude period 1 waves.

Potentiation of the evoked potential

has a long duration following tetanization of the LOT.

MacLean, et al.,

tetanizing at 100 pps for 20 sec, reported potentiation lasting as long
as 200 sec.

The duration of potentiation depended on the duration of

tetanization at a given frequency.

Yamamoto, et al. (97) were also able

to demonstrate FTP in their in vitro preparation but did not carry out
measurements beyond 40 sec following tetanization.
The PPG evoked potential is more susceptible to anoxia and anesthe
tics than the LOT action potential.

Results from three studies using

different methods of inducing anoxia show that the evoked potential is
abolished within one. to three minutes while the action potential remains
viable beyond this period (23, 72, 84).

Because of the difference in

susceptibility, Ward (84) concluded that the evoked potential does not
arise directly from the axon endings.

In isolated cortex, 0.1 to 0.4 mM

concentrations of pentobarbitone depresses the evoked potential without
an observable effect on either the action potential or the threshold of
the tract axons (71).

The concentration of this drug during surgical

anesthesia was considered to be about 0.2 mM.

In another in vitro study,

1 mM phenobarbitone diminished the evoked response by one-half in 10
minutes with complete suppression of the

peak and no effect on the AP

(97).

Supplementary intravenous injections of pentobarbital suppresses

the B

peak, period 2 wave and single unit spikes, before the A

(26, 27, 36).

peak

Chloralose and phenobarbital produce similar results.
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Dipole field
The evoked potential appears to be generated by a dipole field
located in the PPG.

Freeman (26) studied the temporal and spatial dis

tribution of the evoked potential and found that it is preceded by the
action potential along the LOT trajectory and acts as a travelling wave
(with no turnover point) over the surface.

In a direction normal to the

surface, it behaves like a stationary wave with a turnover point or iso
potential surface within the PPG layers.
evidence for the stationary dipole:

The following was given as

.1) Microelectrode records from a

track normal to the surface showed no measurable difference in latency
for points along the track whereas differences were detected for points
tangential to the surface.

2) Bipolar records taken depthwise resembled

the first derivative (with respect to distance) of concurrent monopolar
records.

Bipolar records taken along the surface resembled the first

derivative with respect to time.

3) Small lesions in the molecular

layer diminished both waves of the evoked potential while small lesions
in the polymorphic cell layer (layer IV) had no notable effects, imply
ing that the generator resides within the more superficial layers con
taining the superficial pyramidal cells (SPCs) and associated dendrites
and axons.

4) Monopolar records in the region of the turnover point

showed little or no change in potential, contrary to results expected
from a moving wave.
Peak amplitude of

the period 1 wave is greater in the superficial

than in the deep pole but equipotential maps of peak amplitudes reveal a
larger tissue volume involvement for the deep pole within a given
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isopotential surface.

Since in a volume conductor potential is propor

tional to charge density, Freeman calculated the volume times potential
product to determine the .total charge for each pole and found them to be
nearly equal but with opposite polarity.

The implication of this result,

along with the evidence for stationarity, is that a dipolar field is
generated by the LOT volley.

Freeman postulated an active pole in layer

lb as the source of the e.m.f., with a passive pole in and below the SPC
layer.

Development of the surface negative wave is initiated by excita

tion in the axo-dendritic synapse in layer lb with subsequent spread
towards the soma.

The excitatory potential causes net movement of

positive charge into the cell and intraneuronal current towards the base
followed by flow out of the axon.

The passive flow of charge in the sur

rounding volume conductor towards the surface creates the deep pole.
Haberly and Shepherd (37) calculated current flow in the PPG from
potential measurements for both peaks in the first wave.

Their results

and hypothesis are basically in agreement with Freeman’s as discussed
above.

During the

peak, current flows into the superficial portion

of layer lb (sink) where axo-dendritic synapses are activated by LOT
volleys (36).

Current flows outward from the SPC apical and basal den

drites as well as the soma, acting as passive sources in layers II, III
and deep lb.

During the

peak, SPC axon collaterals excite the apical

dendrites of deep pyramidal cells (36), forming a sink in the deep por
tion of layer lb.
II and III.

The source, again passive, is distributed in layers

The period 2 wave was said to arise during repolarization of

the apical dendrites with a consequent reversal of sources and sinks.
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Mechanism of the evoked potential
Biedenbach and Stevens (6, 8) postulated from the results of intra
cellular recordings that the evoked potential is a gross extracellular
manifestation of the postsynaptic potential activity occurring nearly
simultaneously in the dense population of SPCs.

Intracellular record

ings of the excitatory postsynaptic potential (EPSP) and subsequent long
duration inhibitory postsynaptic potential (IPSP) had the same time
sequence as the period 1 and 2 waves.

Hie peak amplitudes of the EPSP

and period 1 wave were linearly related for varying stimulus intensities
applied to the LOT.
relationship.

This was also true for the IPSP and period 2 wave

Upon correcting the EPSP latency for conduction delay.

they obtained values between 0.5 to 1.5 msec, which was consistent with
monosynaptic activation.

Location of the turnover point in the dense

synaptic region (layer lb), radial orientation of the SPG dendrites and
preponderance of SPCs were additional factors leading to their conclusion.

They surmised that the majority of inhibitory synapses are also

in layer lb since the turnover point for the 2nd wave was at this level.
Activation of the tract axons is a necessary but not sufficient
condition for generation of the evoked potential, namely the period 1
wave.

With increasing depths of hypoxia, there is a progressive loss of

the 2nd wave, 1st wave and action potential in that order (23, 84, 72,
35) .

For a period of time the action potential remains with no evoked

potential, but the converse is not true.

Also the A^ peak is independ

ent of spike generation in the SPG soma as shown in single unit studies
where anesthetics caused the loss of spike activity without concomitant
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loss of the A1 peak of the evoked potential (27, 35).

The conclusion

from these observations was that the A1 peak arises from a postsynaptic
event, the monosynaptic EPSP in the apical dendrites of the SPCs, inde
pendent of spike initiation in the soma,

Freeman (27) and Haberly (35)

pointed out the expectation of a surface negative wave resulting from a
coordinated EPSP in the densely packed synaptic field in layer lb.
Haberly determined that the

peak occurs during spike activity in

layers III and IV but reasoned that the asynchrony and short duration of
individual spikes precluded consideration of the resulting current into
the soma as the generator for the evoked wave.

Evidence from current

density analysis (37) indicates the presence of a sink ih the deep por
tion of layer lb with a passive source in II and III.

The

peak is

suppressed along with decreased unit activity from increasing depths of
anesthesia (35), or by preconditioning volleys to the LOT.

The sink in

layer lb, concomitant loss of the evoked response with unit activity,
depth of cells involved and surface negativity led to the conclusion
that the B^ peak is generated by a disynaptic EPSP in the apical den
drites of deep cells innervated by SPC axon collaterals (36, 37).
Simultaneously averaging the evoked potential and generating a
poststimulus time histogram (PSTH) from extracellularly recorded spikes
elicited by LOT volleys, Freeman (27) correlated the PSTH events with the
averaged evoked potential.

A majority (73/103) of spontaneously active

cells near the turnover point had a bimodal PSTH for some stimulus
intensities, the two peaks being in phase with the A^ and B^ peaks of
the averaged evoked potential.

The crests in the type A cell did not
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merge for different stimulus intensities, occurred independent of one
another, had different thresholds, were seldom paired, and latency
between them was independent of the stimulus site along the tract,

The

second peak was more susceptible to pentobarbital and had a larger
deviation.

A second type of cell named type B and located deeper in the

cortex had a unimodal PSTH with a crest during the
potential.

peak of the evoked

The mean latency was about 7% longer than the second crest

of the type A cell, and the peak was broader.
Freeman presented a neuronal control system model including nega
tive feedback and excitatory and inhibitory positive feedback loops uti
lizing the characteristics of the types A and B cells.

In the model the

forward limb consists of type A neurons excited by LOT fibers and type B
units from the negative feedback limb.

Type B neurons are excited by

type A neurons and in turn inhibit the forward loop.

An excitatory

positive feedback loop created by type A cell axons exciting other A
cells results in the second peak for these cells, and the action of the
B cells prevents continued regenerative action.

Type B cells have a

unimodal PSTH because of an inhibitory positive feedback loop of B cells
inhibiting other B cells.
Unit studies
Single unit recordings have been made by Haberly in rat (34) and
opossum (35), by Freeman (27) and Biedenbach and Stevens (6, 7, 8) in cat,
and by Richards and Sercombe (72) in guinea pig PPG.

Properties cited as

evidence for synaptic activation of PPG units by LOT axons were facilita
tion, variable latency with consistent or variable intensity stimuli,
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susceptibility to anoxia and anesthetics and inability to follow high
frequency stimuli (> 15 pulses/sec).

Richards and Sercombe found a

nearly linear relationship between stimulus strength and maximum slope
of the first peak and suggested this to be indicative of monosynaptic
activation of the SPCs.

Biedenbach and Stevens (7) found no significant

difference between a predicted unit density histogram generated by convo
lution of packing density (histological data) with the turnover point
histogram, and the experimentally derived distribution of unit depth.
The agreement between predicted and measured distributions provided
evidence for unbiasedness and randomness in their sampling of the corti
cal units and showed the dependability of the depth measurements using
the turnover point as a reference.
Spontaneously active neurons in Freeman’s investigation fired from
one to 45/sec with a median rate of 11/sec.

Occasional units fired in

bursts of 2 to 10 spikes at 300 to 500/sec, often terminating from
injury.

Freeman studied only spontaneously active cells and found that

most of them fired during the period 1 wave of the evoked potential when
activated by LOT volleys.

The majority (76%) of the spontaneously active

cells in Biedenbach and Stevens’ study were similarly synaptically
triggered during the first wave and subsequently inhibited for 30 to
several hundred milliseconds with a duration proportional to the stimulus
intensity.

Some spontaneously active cells were inhibited wTithout an

initial activation.

The distribution of the spontaneously active cells

was not significantly different than that of the non-active cells. Using
odor instead of electrical stimuli, Haberly (34) found a majority (17 of
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21) of cells inhibited during the application of the stimulus.. This
seems contradictory to results from electrical stimulation, but no direct
comparison can be made because of the differences in form and site of
application of the stimuli.
In a study of cat PPG by Biedenbach and Stevens (7), 71% of the
extracellular samples were normally inactive,

Of these, 89% were acti-

vated with a short latency during the first wave.

The other 11% dis-

charged with a high frequency burst during the falling phase of the
period 1 wave and in some cases continued to fire during the period 2
wave.

These multiple firing cells had low amplitude spikes which may

have been a biasing factor against recording their presence.

The mean

depth for these cells is 100 ym as compared to 240 ym for the population
of inactive ceils.

In the opossum PPG, the multiple discharge cells are

found predominantly in layer IV (35).

There is 1) an inverse relation

ship between number of spikes elicited and stimulus intensity, 2) progressive increase in interspike interval and 3) lower amplitude in the
second spike.

Using the

1

peak as the zero time reference, Haberly (35)

found a direct relationship between latency and depth.

Biedenbach and

Stevens (7) made latency histograms for superficial cells and for those
greater than zOO y deep to the SPG layer border (400—900 y from the turn
over point), and found modes of 5 and 10 msec for the superficial and
deep cells respectively,

Both reports inferred from the depth-latency

relationship that deep neurons are activated by the superficial pyramidal
cells.

Using paired orthodromic shocks, Haberly found that some deep
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cells are not activated by the second stimulus even when the cells are
not. .refractory.
No evidence of centrifugal LOT axons has been found in the unit
studies.

Haberly (35) could activate PPG neurons antidromically only by

stimulation of the anterior commissure or the subcortical efferents.
Antidromically activated cells responded to high frequency stimulation
(often > 100/sec) and maintained a nearly constant, short latency for
threshold stimuli.

A refractory period of 5 msec was obtained using

paired antidromic shocks.

Some units were orthodromically activated

while others had both a short latency antidromic and a long latency
synaptic response.
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Summary of Surgical Procedures for Unit Studies
A.

Preparatory surgery and monitoring of vital parameters
1.

Cannulations for
a.

Intravenous injections of anesthetic and blood pressure
monitoring

b.
2.

Artificial respiration

Monitoring of expired

electrocardiogram, heart rate,

and temperature
B.

Exposure of lateral olfactory tract (LOT) and prepyriform
cortex (PPG)
1.

Removal of skin, bones, and muscle in the orbital region

2.

Removal of eye

3.

Removal of bone and dura over LOT and PPG

4.

Protection of exposed brain from drying
(The following more detailed description of Surgical Proce
dures may be omitted without loss of continuity.)
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Details of Surgical Procedures for Unit Stadies
The femoral vein was cannulated under nitrous oxide-halothane, anes
thesia.

Maintenance doses of either sodium pentobarbital (Nembutal; 35

mg/kg initial dose; 11 cats) or a-chloralose (35 mg/kg) were adminis
tered through this catheter.

A tracheal cannula was inserted for posi

tive pressure ventilation and monitoring of the partial pressure of
expired CO^,.

The respirator was set for a stroke volume of 25 to 50 cc

and the rate adjusted to maintain a CO^, level of 3.5 to 4.5 percent.

A

thermistor probe placed in the anus was used for monitoring body temper
ature, which was maintained within 36 to 38° C by occasional warming
with either a heating pad or hot water bottle.

Heart and respiratory

rates were monitored during surgery and between experimental procedures.
Exposure of the LOT and PPG required extirpation of the right orbi
tal contents.
surgery.

The head was held in a stereotaxic frame during and after

The temporalis muscle, the major muscle mass to be removed,

was first partially isolated by blunt dissection between the skin and
the lateral superficial aspect.

The muscle was scraped away from its

origin at the temporal fossa (18) and its insertion on the coronoid
process of the mandible.

Bleeding was minimized by avoiding disturbance

to the rete externum and by clamping or cauterizing large vessels before
cutting into the muscle.

The skin, orbital, and other small muscles in

the orbital area were removed to expose the zygomatic arch and orbit.
The coronoid and postorbital processes and the zygomatic and frontal
bones were removed with rongeurs.

Attachments to the orbital contents

were separated from the orbital bone, leaving the eye free except at its
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attachment to the optic nerve, blood vessels, and extrinsic muscles.
The tissue mass was clamped, ligated, and cut at its exit into the optic
foramen.

The tissue stump was compressed between the palate and orbital

floor with an adjustable clamp to control blood loss and to increase
exposure to the area overlying the LOT.

The orbital plate was removed

with rongeurs, rather than by drilling, to avoid overheating the brain.
The LOT is a conspicuous band of white fibers readily seen through
the dura once the bone is removed.

The borders are the middle cerebral

artery posteriorly, rhinal fissure dorsally, peduncle and bulb anteriorally and olfactory tubercle ventrally.

The bone was rongeured 3 mm

beyond these borders to allow for electrode placement.

A channel was

opened into the sphenoid sinus for drainage of excess fluids,

The dura

was cut away from the LOT area and mineral oil applied to the exposed
brain to prevent drying.
Stimulating Electrode Array for Unit Studies
An electrode, with a window for recording and two arrays of stain
less steel wires (0.02" diameter) for electrical stimulation, was constructed from plastic (Fig. A3).

The surface topography of the electrode

was formed on a wax base of an impression of the LOT and PFC surface to
optimize electrode contact.

The dimensions were proportioned conserva

tively to allow for variations in size of primary olfactory brain structures.

l1 inal positioning of the array onto the brain surface was based

on visual placement with the rhinal fissure and peduncle as landmarks.
This placed stimulating electrodes over the anterior and posterior
aspects of the LOT and the window over the middle of the tract.

The
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posterior dorsal electrodes were often aligned on PP1 (19).

The elec-

trode was held in place with dental cement and served the added function
of a pressure plate to reduce motion artifacts.
The leads from the stimulating electrodes were connected to a selec
tor panel and the electrodes checked for continuity and short circuits.
Switches on the selector panel allowed the operator to rapidly select
pairs of adjacent electrodes either on the anterior or posterior array
or both simultaneously for stimulation.

The 1.7 x 5.6 mm window, cen-

tralized between the anterior and posterior electrode arrays, allowed
direct access to the brain surface for exploration with a microelectrode.
Unitary Extracellular Recording
Extracellular unit activity was recorded from 25 cats ranging
between 2 and 5 kg (with one exception of 8 kg), using a conventional
neurophysiological laboratory setup as shown in Figure A2.

Brain move

ment due to voluntary effort, was reduced by a pneumothorax combined
with administration of the muscle relaxant gallamine triethiodide
(Flaxedil) and artificial respiration.
NaCl were used.
megohms.

Micropipettes filled with 2 M

Tip impedances measured in situ varied from 4 to 20

Frequency response of the input probe was optimized by negative

capacitance neutralization.

Insertion of the electrode orthogonal to the

LOT surface was controlled with a hydraulic microdrive resolvable to one
micron.

Establishment of dorso—ventral position within the window was

done visually in quadrants.

Electrode depth was referenced to the zero

isopotential surface (ZIPS) or turnover point (26, 7), with points deep
to ZIPS being negative.

Relative depth was recorded from the hydraulic
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microdrive scale.

Photographs of potentials displayed on the oscillo

scope screen were taken with a scope camera.

Single unit potentials

were filtered to remove the low frequency synaptic field potentials,
detected with a pulse height discriminator and coupled to the Schmitt
input of the Digital Equipment Corporation PDP—12 laboratory
minicomputer real time clock.

Poststimulus time histogram (PSTH) and

interspike interval histogram (ISH) data were generated using PISH (96),
the Assembler language program for the PDP-12.

These data were stored

on LING tape and later plotted with a Calcomp plotter.
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Equations for the Action Potential Reconstruction
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5.

AM(t)

= AP(t) = 0; 1.0 < (t.-L.) < 0

.02 msec; j = 1, 2,—•
q
(t “L )2 exp (-k(t.-L.)2)
J 1
J i
exp (-k(t^-L^)2)}{l-k(t,-L^)2}

-

J

i

“

k ~ fitting constant to determine the crest time of the unit
potential
D

max = maximum diameter class mark
- diameter of ith class mark, arranged in order of decreasing
diameters

L = measured latency
L_^ = latency of ith class
t = time in msec
AM(t) = monophasic action potential
AP(t) = biphasic action potential
3NL = frequency of ith class
q

number of class marks to be included (threshold class)
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Figure A1. Axon diameter histograms from cat lateral olfactory tract
taken at 0, 5 and 10 mm from the peduncle. Class interval = 0.2 ym.
x axis = axon diameter in ym. y axis = class frequency in percent,
z axis = distance caudal to peduncle in mm. (From Willey, manuscript
in preparation.)
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Figure A2. Instrumentation for unit study, with provision for olfac
tory tract stimulation, unit spike recording and data handling for
generation of poststimulus time histograms. A: anterior stimulating
array. P: posterior electrode array. G: animal ground. W: micro
electrode window with electrode shown. LOT: lateral olfactory tract.
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Figure A3. Contoured electrode for olfactory tract stimulation with
window to provide access to middle prepyriform cortical neurons.

